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OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

REVIEW SCHEDULE

Monday, May 9, 1977
6:30 p.m.

Get Acquainted social - Gilbertsons

7:30 p.m.

Dinner - Nebraska Center

Tuesday, May 10, 1977
8:15 a.m.

Meeting with Ag. Ed. staff - 311 Ag. Hall
Overview o£ functions of department:
Teaching, Research, Extension, Curriculum
Project, In-Service, Advisement, Recruitment

10:00 a.m.

Coffee, Rolls and Tour of Facility

10:30 a.m.

State Department of Agriculture Education - 311 Ag. Hall
B.E. Gingery

10:55 a.m.

Joint Appointments - Teachers College Administrator

11: 15 a.m.

Institute Interfacing:
Agl'icuJtural Mechanics - Splinter
~~imal Science - Omtvedt
Agronomy - Haskins
Agricultural Economics - Vollmer

12:00 Noon

Luncheon - Nebraska Center
Review Team, Staff, Dean Hartung

1:30 p.m.

Vocational Education Masters - Hazel Crain - 311 Ag. Hall

2:00 p.m.

Agricultural Education Students

3:30 p.m.

Advisory Coullcil and NVM Officer Representatives

5:00 p.m.

Adj ourn for day

Wednesday, May 11, 1977
7:00 a.m.

Chairman meets with Review Team for breakfastNebraska Center

9:00 a.m.

Individual or group sessions as deemed appropriate311 Ag. Hall, Conference Room and/or offices

10:00 a.m.

Coffee & Rolls

10: 15 a.m.

Continuation of individual or group sessions

11:15 a.m.

Vice Chancellor Massengale - 202 Ag. Hall

12:00 Noon

Luncheon - Review Team only - Nebraska Center

2:00 p.m.

Exit Review with Ag. Ed. staff - 311 Ag. Hall

2: 30 p.m.

Exi t Review with Vice Chancellor, Deans and Directors
202 Ag. Hall

4:00 p.m.

Adjourn Ag. Ed. Review

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA - LINCOLN

The Department of Agricultural Education is administered through the
Institute of Agriculture. The staff appointments may be considered unique
to many agricultural educators, however, because of a number of joint and
courtesy appointments.
The Agricultural Education program includes seven staff members, none
of which are on full-time instructional assignments. Direct departmental
support includes 2.05 FTE- Instruction, 1.20 FTE - Research, and .25 Extension. Additionally, one staff member serves as director for the
Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Curriculum Project, one FTE is Coordinator
of In-Service Education, one staff member is employed full-time filling an
assignment of 1/2 time Teaching Assistant and 1/2 time Research Assistant
position. The remaining .5 FTE is accomodated through a joint appointment
in Agricultural Engineering.
Five primary functions have been identified for the Agricultural Education
Department, as shown in last year's State Conference Report.
FUNCTIONS
Department of Agricultural Education
(Vocational Education and Agricultural Extension)
I.

Selection, recruitment and guidance of potential agricultural educators:
a. publications, b. career nights, Drive-In Conferences, c. personal
contacts, d. automated "program."

II.

Pre-service preparation of agricultural educators:
A major in Agricultural Education is designed to prepare students
to be certified teachers of vocational agriculture (high school and
post secondary) or to become agricultural extension workers. It also
prepares for positions in adult education, in foreign service, and as
educational directors in industry and business. Dual majors provide
for specialization. Last year 60 per cent of our graduates were dual
majors.

III.

In-service Teacher Preparation (for improved teaching)
a. Formal - appropriate academic year and summer courses to meet
the needs of Ag. educators.
b. Informal - workshops, judging contests, etc.
c. Teaching Aids and Services - Mailings of "Tips" and Teaching
materials (curriculum guides, resource units slides, tapes
and printed matter).

IV.

Research (and Innovations) - Pilot and Research Programs
Consult and advise school staffs on innovative programs (e.g.,
urban Ag. Ed., specialized off-farm Ag. Ed. courses).

V.

Placement and Follow-up

Advise and consult on placement of graduates and follow-up
evaluation,.

B.S. and M.S. degrees are offered in Agricultural Education. Ph.D.
candidates pursue a major through the Teachers College. Student enrollment
includes approximately 100 undergraduates and 50 graduate majors.
Research programs are funded by state and federal components of the
University budget with additional external funds for operational support.
Three staff members hold joint appointments with the Experiment Station.
One staff member is involved in working directly on an Extension
project with the Department chairman also having a portion of his appointment in Extension.
Facilities include offices, a classroom and a media resource center.
The facilities are adequate for existing operations but much of the equipment
is becoming dated and should be put on a replacement schedule.
The following table shows the five year history of appropriated funds
for department programs, and the departmental budget for the current year.
Six-year Summary of Agricultural Education
Budgets-July 1, Fiscal Year
Appropriated Funds for Department
Year

Teaching

Research

1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

$62,534
65,880
59,758
64,853
86,893
92,148

$47,965
41,192
41,443
47,385
50,515
54,040

Extension
$5",010
4,880
3,885
4~335

3,600
2,.768

A breakdown of the current year's budget by expenditure
category is shown in the following table.

Total
$115,509
111,952
105,086
116,573
141,008
148,956

Expenditure Categories for Fy-76-77 Budget Year
Department of Agricultural Education
ApEropriated Funds
Total
Amount

%

Item

Teaching

Research

Extension

Salaries:
Academic
Support Staff
Graduate Students
Student Hourly

$65,473
10,620
3,816
201

$34,097
4,146
5,411
1,541

$2,768

$102,338
14,766
9,227
1,742

68.5
9.9
6.2
1.2

Total including
Staff Benefits

$88,254

$48,977

$3,128

$140,359

94.0

1,784
585
1,525

2,491
1,263
1,309

4,275
1,848
2,834

2.9
1.2
1.9

$92,148

$54,040

$3,128

$149,316

100.0

1. 33

.12

4.73

Operating Expen.
Supplies &Mater.
Travel
Equipment
Total Amount
Percentage
Academic FTE's

3.28*

* 1.00 FTE has been designated for the In-Service Coordinator

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION FACT SHEET
Where Ag. Ed. Graduates Go:

(information obtained from a five-year
study of Ag. Ed. graduates 1969-70
through 1975-76)

Occupation
Education:
Vocational Agriculture
High School and Adult
Post Secondary
College Positions
Including Administration,
Teaching, Research, Extension,
and County Agents
Education Subtotal

31. 0%
1. 4%

36.6%

Off-Farm Agricultural Business & Industries:
Sales, Management & Research Services

18.5%

Production Agriculture:

31.9%

Government Services:
Supervision & Foreign Service

3.2%

Full Time Graduate School:

2.3%

Service:

•

5 9.:0

Information Unavailable:

1. 9%

Other:

5.1%
TOTAL

100.0%

ADVISORY COUNCIL

A departmental advisory council was formed the fall of 1975.
Membership consists of a secondary agriculture teacher from each
of the eight NVAA districts. A ninth member represents the postsecondary institutions. Additionally, one senior and one junior
agricultural education major serve on the council.
A meeting was held November 20, 1976 (minutes attached) and
another is planned for May 31, 1977. A copy of the consitution
and By-Laws is also included.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION ADVISORY MEETING
Saturday, November 20, 1976

Chairman Roger Gerdes convened the group at 9:07 a.m., room 311
Agricultural Hall. Members present: Gerdes, Essman, Hagstrom, Ganzel,
Gilbertson, McAndrews, Oberg, Dillon, Blezek, Bergman, Seeman (p.m. only)
Bob Vrbka substituted for Leon Wissmann.
Gerdes outlined the meeting agenda and moved into a question and answer
period between the Advisory Council and Gilbertson. Gilbertson outlined his
philosophy of Advisory Councils and some possible expectations of council
members.
.
Ganzel asked Gilbertson to explain his philosophy of Agricultural
Education. Gilbertson said he believed in a practical approach and feels
that variations of instructional techniques are important. He emphasized the
importance o~ hands-on experiences, teaching by objectives, and the utilization
of all school and community resources.
Gerdes asked Gilbertson about his adaption to Nebraska. Gilbertson outlined some of his activities during the past months. He indicated that he had
visited many schools and instructors around the state and then briefly explained his on campus activities.
Bergman and Gilbertson briefly discussed the importance of data cards on
all Ag. Ed. students. Gilbertson responded also by saying that he and Oberg
were proposing a data card system to the Ag. Ed. staff on Monday, November 22,
1976.
Bergman asked about Gilbertson's impression of Nebraska Vocational
Agriculture departments. Gilbertson commented by saying (1) average or better,
(2) the department'is what the instructor represents, (3) seems to be a weakness in Ag. Mechanics, (4) some beginning teachers have not had adequate
preparation in theFFA, and (5) we need increased emphasis on Adult Education
in the teacher preparation progr~.
Bergman mentioned the area Vocational Education concept. Gilbertson said
he felt that the concept had about as many advantages as disadvantages. One of
the biggest concerns rests around the loss of identity with an FFA Chapter.
Essman expressed a concern with the "new breed of teachers" and the "ne\'1
breed of students." A brief discussion followed.
Gilbertson responded to a question by Gerdes with regard to the specific
situation of the Ag. Ed. department. Gilbertson outlined some specific steps
that have been taken. The outline included: (1) increased emphasis Ag.
Mechanics, (2) increased attempts to take the in-service out-state rather than
always trying to bring out-state to the campus, and (3) possibilities in
modifying the undergraduate teacher preparation program.
11:00 a.m. Chairman Gerdes officially called the council meeting to order.
Minutes from the last meeting were read and approved. Essman moved, seconded
by Bergman, to approve the meeting agenda for the day.

Gerdes moved to agenda item #9 "Constitution Changes." Gilbertson
explained proposed constitutional amendments. Ganzel moved, seconded by
Essman, to accept article IV sections A through F as amended. Motion passed.
Vrbka moved, Hagstrom seconded, a motion to accept remainder of proposed
amendments. Motion passed. (See attached constitution) Changes included:
(1) Secretary will be appointee of Department Chairman (2) A minimum of one
meeting per year with others as necessary (3) Other minor clarifications.
Item 1 - Selection of Student Teachers
Regarding the screening process of student teachers. Discussion by various
members centered around the question "Do we have the responsibility and
obligation to tell potential Vocational Agriculture Instructors that they do not
have the potential? Moved by Vrbka that the Ag. Ed. staff develop a plan and
present a comprehensive screening proposal to the Ag. Ed. Advisory Council.
Seconded by Ganzel. Motion carried.
Item 2 - Staffing
Regarding the hiring of new personnel in the department during the coming year.
Jim Simmons' old position was discussed as a part of this item. The necessity
of the "publish or perish!r factor in the Institute was discussed as was
possible realignment of existing positions. No specific action was taken.
Move for recess by Bergman, seconded by Essman at 12:00 noon. Motion passed.
Meeting was called to order at 1:10 by Chairman Gerdes.
Motion to endorse and support two motions stating: (1) "that priority be given
to the hiring of a staff member with joint preparation in Ag. Education and
Ag Engineering for purposes of providing instruction in Agricultural Mechanics
organization, management, and methods. Additionally this individual should
have release time available to work with secondary agriculture mechanics
programs." (2) "we encourage the development of basic agricultural mechanics
skills classes in the areas of a) farm power and machinery, b) electricity,
c) soil and water, d) Ag. construction, e) farm structures; designed to
prepare agriculture teachers for teaching Ag. Mechanics, and that additional
staff be hired as necessary, to provide this instruction - through pre-service
and in-service courses." Motion' passed.
Item 7 - Recruitment
A review of present recruitment procedures was made. Gerdes referred to the
Iowa recruitment program survey made by Oberg and Wendorff. Gilbertson
presented some materials that had been developed for purposes of recruitment
in California. Gerdes asked Bergman to assume duties of the chairman. Motion
made by Gerdes - "The Advisory Council highly recommends that the Ag. Ed. staff
write up a recommended curriculum schedule for first semester freshmen which
has builtin alternatives for them." Seconded by Seeman. Motion passed.
Council discussed the possibility of summer visits by staff for recruitment
purposes. Members expressed a desire to encourage each NVAA district to
request' Ag. Ed. and/or ATA representatives to be at each district contest to
promote the UNL Agricultural Education Department.

Vrbka expressed a con~ern to have a collegiate FFA Chapter. McAndrew
expressed concern that if we eliminate ATA and begin a collegiate FFA Chapter
that we will fragment the student organization designed especially for Ag. Ed.
majors. Vrbka move~, seconded by Hagstrom, that the Ag. Ed. Advisory Council
go on record of supporting the establishment of a Collegiate FFA Chapter on
the UNL campus. Ganzel, seconded by Seeman, amended the main motion to strike
the word "supporting" and add the word "investigate" to the main motion.
Amendment carried. Motion carried. Gerdes, Oberg, Vrbka and McAndrew
volunteered to serve on an investigative committee.
Item 10 - Evaluation of Cooperating Schools
A review of present standards of student teaching centers was made by the Council.
Bergman assumed duties of chairman. Moved by Gerdes, seconded by Ganzel, that
it be recommended that the Ag. Ed. department consider adopting the Iowa system
for matching student teachers with student teaching centers. Motion carried--3 votes for, 2 against, 2 abstained.
Item 13 - Penalty Mail
Do Ag. instructors make adequate use of newsreleases and Extension news articles?
Costs are mounting and Ag. teachers will be cut from mailing lists. Essman
suggested that many mailings could be combined as he received several items
in the mail in separate envelopes on given days. Council recommends that Ag. Ed.
department mail "For Agents Release" to Vocational Agriculture distributors.
Motion by Hagstrom. Seconded by Essman. Motion passed.
Item 14 - District Contests
Oberg told of dates of District Contests. Last year, he said, 54% of Nebraska
Vo-Ag departments participated with 130 teams. If expenses are same, we will
need 60%, or 160 teams to participate. Alternative methods of scoring are being
eXQ.IIlined.
Bergman assumed duties of chairman. Gerdes moved, seconded by Seeman, that
Advisory Council commend the Ag. Ed. Department on their progressive work with
District Livestock Contests. Amended by Ganzel to add "Animal Science Department"
as well as "Ag. Ed. Department." Amendment carried, motion as amended carried.
Item 15 - Election of Officers
Vrbka moved, Seeman seconded, that we open the floor for nominations for chairman.
Motion passed. Nominees included: Gerdes, Hagstrom. Seeman moved nominations
cease, Essman seconded, motion carried. Results: Don Hagstrom chairman.
Floor opened for nominations for Vice Chairman. Nominees: Gerdes. Ganzel
moved that nominations cease and that a unanimous ballot be cast for Roger Gerdes.
Seconded by Essman. Motion carried.
Moved by Ganzel, seconded by Bergman, that a system of member rotation be established by the chairman and vice chaiman. Motion carried.
Next meeting date will be up to the Department Chairman and Chairman of Ag. Ed.
Advisory.Council.

Vrbka moved, seconded by Ganzel, to adjourn meeting at 3:30 p.m.
declared adjournment. Meeting adjourned at 3:32 p.m.
Submitted by Allen Blezek, Recording Secretary.

Hagstrom

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
. Adopted December 1975
Amended, November 20, 1976

ARTICLE I.
Section A.
Section B.

Section C.

NAME AND PURPOSES
The name of the organization shall be the Agricultural
Education Department Advisory Council to the College
of Agriculture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
The Council shall direct its recommendations to the
Agricultural Education Department, and to the Dean of
the College of Agriculture, through the Agricultural
Education Department. It shall limit the activities
to matters which directly concern the Agricultural
Education Department.
•
It shall be the duty of the Advisory Council to:
1. Offer recommendations and react to presentations
by the College's Agricultural Education Department
in such matters as:
a. Curriculum
b. Long-term program plans
c. Program and departmental operational procedures
d. Standards & qualifications for teacher candidates includin& technical and professional
preparation.
e. Staff recruitment
f. Professional and organizational relationships
2. Offer up-to-date information on professional and
technical developments related to such things as:
a. Pre-service training needs of prospective
teachers.
b.
In-Service and continuing education needs of
teachers through conferences, workshops,
extension classes, etc.
3. Assist in evaluating the Agricultural Education
program.
4. Recommend methods for recruitment of students.
S. Advise regarding the program of activities of the
Alpha Tau Alpha Chapter.
6. Advise regarding the organization and operation
of the student teaching program.
7. Serve as an avenue of communication between the
Agricultural Education Department and the
teachers of agriculture in Nebraska, and assist
in public relations activities.

ARTICLE II.

MEMBERSHIP

Section A.
Section B.

There shall be eleven members of the council.
One member shall be selected by each of the nine NVAA
Districts (Districts I through IX). District vacancies

Section C.

Section D.
Section E.
Section F.
Section G.

Section H.
Section I.
Section J.

Section K.

shall be filled by the District.
Two members shall be undergraduate students, one a
senior and one a junior. The Alpha Tau Alpha President
shall be one, with the second student appointed by. the
President.
Each appointment for an instructor-member shall be
for a three year term, unless appointment is to fill
a vacancy.
Each student appointment shall be for one year only.
The term of a new council member will begin at the
time elected at the annual NVAA Conference for three
years.
The Agricultural Education Department staff, Agricultural
Education Division staff, State Department of Education
and the Dean, School of Agriculture and Natural
Resources or his designee shall serve as ex-officio
members.
A council member may serve a full term after filling
out the unexpired term of a member who has left the
council.
After a lapse of one year, a council member who has
served a full term may be re-elected to membership
on the committee.
An individual will automatically lose membership in
the committee if he fails to attend three successive
meetings without a valid reason, as determined by a
majority of the other council members.
Any person interested in the teacher education program
in agriculture may attend the meetings.

ARTICLE III.

MEETINGS

Section A.

The Council will meet at least once annually, at
the call of the Chairman. Additional meetinas
of
Q
the Council and any constituted committees may be
held as needed.

ARTICLE IV.

~FFICERSAND

Section A.
Section B.

The elected officers shall be Chairman and Vice-Chairman.
Officers shall be elected annually by a majority vote
of the council members, at their first meeting following
the annual NVAA Conference.
The Chairman shall be elected from among those members
who have served on the council fot at least one year.
The duties shall be:
1. To preside at the meetings of the council.
2. To appoint special committees which may include
persons other than council members.
3. The chairman has the power to vote and discuss.
The Vice-Chairman shall perform the duties of the
Chairman when the Chairman is unable to perform them.
The Secretary will be an Agriculture Education staff
member and be designated by the Chairman of the Department.

Section C.

Section D.
Section E.

THEIR DUTIES

Section F.

The Secretary will:
l.
Keep records of attendance of members at meetings.
2.
Keep a record of discussion,and recommendations.
Maintain a permanent record of council activities.
3.
4.
Distribute minutes of council meetings to members.
to ex-officio members; to the Dean, College of
Agriculture; Vice Chancellor. Institute for
Agriculture & Natural Resources and others who
may be concerned.

ARTICLE V.

COMMITTEES

Section A.

The Executive Committee shall consist of the Chairman.
Vice-Chairman, one member of the council appointed by
the Chairman. and the Chairman of the Agriculture
Education Department.
Special or ad hoc committee members and their chairman
may be appointed by the Advisory council chairman at
any time as needed.
AMENDMENTS AND BY-LAWS
This constitution may be amended or by-laws adopted at
any regular meeting by a 2/3 vote of members. or if
announced at the previous meetings. may be amended by
a majority vote; subject to the approval of the Dean of
the College of Agriculture.

Section B.
ARTICLE VI.
Section A.
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Department of Agricultural Education
Institute of Agriculture &Natural Resources
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Full Time Staff Members and Assignments:
1.

Dr. Osmund Gilbertson, Professor and Chairman

2.

Dr. Roy D. Dillon, Professor, Chairman of the Departmental
Graduate Committee. Student Teaching Coordinator.

3.

Dr. James T. Horner, Professor, Graduate Faculty. Member of
Departmental Graduate Committee. Coordinator, first year
teachers course.

4.

Mr. Roger Gerdes, Instructor (In-Service Education).

5.

Dr. Allen Blezek, Project Director, Nebraska Curriculum Project

Part Time Staff Members and Assignments:
(Teaching

&Research).

1.

Wayne Oberg, Graduate Assistant

2.

U.E. Wendorff, Professor (50-50 in Agricultural Engineering
and Agricultural Education).

Others holding Emeriti and Courtesy appointments in the Department:
1.

Dr. Howard W. Deems, Professor Emeritus.

2.

Dr. Robert Florell, Associate Professor, Graduate Faculty.
Member of Departmental ~raduate Committee.

3.

M.G. McCreight, Associate Professor Emeritus.

4.

Dr. Art Ward, Professor Emeritus.
Department Office
302 Agricultural Hall-East Campus
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583
Telephone: (402) 472-2807

DEPARTMENTAL FACULTY, AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

% FTE Appointment
Name and Rank

Initial
Appointment,
UN-L

Education

Experience

1976

B.S., 1958,
M.S., 1966
Ph.D., 1969, Minn.

At Nebraska: Prof. &Chr. 1976 present.
Previous: Prof. &Chr. Cal. Poly
1973-76.
Assoc. Prof &Chr. Cal. Poly,
1968-73 (Chr. 1972-73)
(Backstop, Thailand Ag. Ed.
program 1968-69)
Instr. Ag.Ed. 1965-66, Minn.
(Prog. Mgr., International
Programs. 1966-68)
High School Vo-Ag Instructor
1958-65, Minn.

Curriculum Project

1976

B.S., 1966
M.S., 1968
Ph.D., 1973, Neb.

At Nebraska: Dr. Neb. Vo-Ag
Curriculum Project, 1976present.
Grad Asst., Sec. Ed. 1972-73
Previous: Coord. Career Ed.
Project, Lincoln, Neb. Public
Schools, 1973-76
Instr. Vo-Ag, Hamburg. Iowa
Community Schools, 1966-72

o

1967

B.S .• 1952
M.S .• 1958
Ed.D .• 1964. Ill.

At Nebraska: Prof. Ag. Ed. 1970present. (Interim Chrm. 197576)
Assoc. Prof.• 1967-1970
Previous: Assoc. Prof. &Chrm,
Ag. Program. 1964-66. Morehead
(Ky.) State University.
Research Asst. - 1962-64, Ill.
Instructor of Vo-Ag. 1952-61.
Illinois High Schools
Safety Educator. 1961-62, Ill.
Agri. Assn.

T

R

E

O.S. Gilbertson
Professor &Chairman

65

20

15

Blezek, A.G.
Curriculum Project
Director

Dillon, R. D.
Professor

50

50

DEPARTMENTAL FACULTY. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

% FTE Appointment
Name and Rank

T

R

E

Initial
Appointment,

Education

Experience

UN-L
Gerdes, R.D.
Instructor &InService Coordinator

100 (In-Service)

Horner, J.T.
Professor

40

50

Oberg, W.W.
Teaching and
Research Assistant

50

50

Wendorff, U.E.
Professor

100

10

At. Nebraska:
Instr. Ag. Ed. (In-Service)
1977-present.
Previous: Inst. Vo-Ag, 197276. Ainsworth, Neb.

1977 .

B.S., 1972,
S.D. State Univ.

1959

B.S., 1950
M.Ed., 1954
Ed.D .• 1959. U. of
Missouri
Post Doctoral at
Mich. State 196566 and
Summer 1963, Ohio
State

At Nebraska: Prof. Ag.Ed. 1966present (Chm. 1965-75)
Assoc. Prof., 1963-65
Asst. Prof. 1959-63
(Visiting Prof. Mich. State U.,
Am. Council on Ed. Interin,
1965-66)
Previous: Instr. VO-Ed., N.C.
State U., 1958-59
Instr. of VO-Ag, 1954-58,
Fairfield (Ia) High School
and 1950-51. Hardin, Mo.

1971

B.S., 1971, Neb.

At Nebraska: Teaching and
Research Asst., 1971 present.

1951

B.S., 1936
M.S .• 1952, Neb.

At Nebraska: Prof. Ag.Ed. 1971present.
Assoc. Prof., 1966-70
Asst. Prof. 1954-66
Inst. 1951-54
Previous: Asst. State
Supervisor, 1949-51
Instr. High School Vo-Ag, 193649, Nebraska

DEPARTMENTAL FACULTY, AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

% FTE Appointment

Name and Rank

T

FIorell, R.S.
Professor
(Courtesy appointment
in Ag. Education)

(Adult and Continuing
Education)
7

R

E

93

Initial
Appointment,
UN-L

1962

Education

Experience

B.S., 1949,
M.S., 1956
Ph.D., 1966, Neb.

At Nebraska: Prof., Ag. Ed. 1976
present (and State Leader
Extension Studies &Programs)
Assoc. Prof. 1970~76
Asst. Prof. 1966-69
Prog. Coord. Neb. Center, 196266.
Previous: Chief, Neb. Wheat
Division, 1959-62
High School Vo-Ag Instructor,
1949-58

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES DURING LAST TWO CALENDAR YEARS
(As taken from Annual Report of Staff Activities)

A.

Meetings attended, papers presented, special recognition, etc.

B.

National and/or Regional Committees and Offices held, etc.

Gilbertson, O.S.
A.

Meetings etc.

1976
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Served on Reaction Panel at Agricultural Education Division Program at
AVA, on Research in Agricultural Education, Houston, Texas.
Presented three committee reports to American Association of Teacher
Educators in Agriculture-National Conclave, Houston, Texas.
Received Honorary American Farmer Degree at the National FFA ConventionKansas City, Missouri. Also served as Director of the Usher Corps.
Attended two meetings of the Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Foundation
Executive Committee; Columbus, and Aurora.
Attended Regional Workshop on Competency Based Teacher Education for
Post-Secondary Instructors, Lincoln.
Attended Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association Conference, Columbus.
Coordinator of California Agriculture Teachers Association Annual
Conference, San Luis Obispo. Presented program on New Program in FFA.
Attended Conference of California Council on the Education of Teachers
as official University Delegate.
Attended two Executive Committee meetings of the California Agriculture
Teachers Association.
Chairman of the Agricultural Advisory Committee to the California
Commission for Teacher Preparation and Liscensing.
Designated Subjects ad-hoc· committee member for the California Commission
for Teacher Preparation and Licensing.

1975
1.
2.
3.
4.

s.
6.

Attended American Vocational Agriculture Teachers Association and American
Vocational Association National conclaves - Aneheim, California.
Served as AATEA Representative to the National Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Association Executive Meeting, Anaheim, California.
Attended National FFA Convention, serving as Assistant Director to the
Usher Crew, Kansas City, Missouri.
Attended Western Regional meeting of the American Association of Teacher
Educators in Agriculture, Sparks, Nevada.
Attended Conference of California Council on the Education of Teachersas official University Delegate.
Attended two Executive Committee meetings of the California Agriculture
Teachers Association.

7.
8.

Chairman of the Agricultural Advisory Committee to the California
Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing.
Designated Subjects ad-hoc committee member for the California
Commission ,for Teacher Preparation and Licensing.

B.

Offices, committees, etc.

1.

National FFA Board of Directors - Consultant plus ad-hoc committee
chairman (2).
American Vocational Association - Elected Secretary of the Curriculum
Materials Committee, Agricultural Division.
American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture
- Secretary - 1975
- Chairman of the Constitution &By-Laws Committee
- Chairman of the Grassroots Involvement Committee
Numerous responsibilities when at Cal Poly, San Luis, Obispo.

2.
3.

4.

B1ezek, A.G.
A.

Meetings, etc.

1.
2.
3.
4.

American Vocational Association - 1975 and 1976.
Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium - November, 1976
(New Orleans).
National Seminar or Naval Sciences - San Diego, California, Fall, 1975.
National Seminar on Personnel Development - Omaha, Nebraska, Fall, 1975.

B.

Offices, committees, etc.

1.
2.

Southeast Nebraska Career Education Advisory Council - Public Relations.
Nebraska Advisory Council on Entrepreneurship - Representing Vocational
Education.
Nebraska State Advisory Council on Career Education.

3.

Dillon, R.D.
A.

Meetings, etc. - 1975

1.

Presented Paper entitled "Identification of Factors Influencing Vocational
Agriculture.Teachers to Leave Teaching from 1970 through 1974," at the
Annual Meet1ng, Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association, Kearney,
August 15, 1975.

2.

Attended the Central Regional Seminar in Agricultural Education, Chicago,
February 3-5, 1975.

3.

Attended two semi-annual meetings of the Nebraska Council on Teacher
Education, in January and September 1975.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

Attended and gave a major presentation on the program of the Annual
Meeting of the Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association in Norfolk,
Nebraska, July, 1975.
.
. . . .
.
Attended American Vocational Association Convent~on ~n Anahe~m, Cal~forn~a,
December 6-9, 1975, and participated in the Annual Meeting of the EditingManaging Board of the Agricultural Education Magazine, as Secretary and
Consulting Editor.
. '
Attended Annual Meeting of the Nebraska Counc~l on Occupat~onal Teacher
Education, in March 1975.
Presented Agriculture Section of Career Night, Aurora, Nebraska,
October, 1975.
Hosted Governor J.J. Exon at the October, 1975 Alpha Tau Alpha Meeting.
Planned organization of and served as Secretary of the New Agricultural
Education Advisory Council from September 1975 to August 1976.
Member of Executive Committee of both Nebraska Vocational Agriculture
Association and Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Foundation.
Chairman, Building Committee of Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Foundation.
Member, Delegate Assembly of the Nebraska Vocational Association.

1976
A.

Meetings, etc.

1.

Presented Paper entitled "A Study of the Use of Time By The Vocational
Agriculture Teacher," at the Agricultural Education General Session,
American Vocational Association Convention, Houston, Texas, December
4-7, 1976. Also participated in the Annual Meeting of the EditingManaging Board of The Agricultural Education Magazine, as Secretary and
Consulting Editor.
.
Attended and was a member of a Reaction Symposium at the Central Regional
Research Conference in Agricultural Education, Columbus, Ohio, August, 1976.
Vice President, Gamma Sigma Delta at liNL in 1976, and elected President
for 1977.
Invited as a visiting Vocational Agriculture Teacher at Norris High School
and Nebraska City High School.
Attended the Central Regional Seminar in Agricultural Education, Chicago,
February 2-4, 1976.
Attended two semi-annual meetings of the Nebraska Council of Teacher
Education, January and April, 1976.
Attended Annual Meeting of the Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association
and Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Foundation, Columbus, July 13-16, 1976.
Served as Secretary for the Agricultural Education Advisory Council,
September 1975 - August 1976.
Member, Executive Committees of Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association
and Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Foundation, July 1975-August 1976.
Chairman, Building Committee, Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Foundation,
Aurora, Nebraska, July 1975 - present.
Member, Delegate Assembly of Nebraska Vocational Association.
Attended College of Agriculture Teaching Workshop, January 8-9, 1976.
Member, Recruitment Committee, Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association,
from July 1967-present. (Chairman of committee from July 1968-July 1972).
Consultant for Southeast Nebraska Technical Community College, in defining
a "Procedure for Identifying Needs for an Agribusiness Program.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

B.

Offices, committees, etc.

1.

Consulting Editor and Secretary, Editing-Managing Board of The Agricultural
Education Magazine: three year term beginning in January 1974.
Planning Co~ittee, Central Regional Seminar in Agricultural Education.

2.

Gerdes, R.D.
A.

Achievements prior to joining the University:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

NVATA Outstanding Young Member Award (Nebraska) 1975-76
Teacher of The Year for Ainsworth Public Schools 1976-77
Gold National FFA Chapter rating for 1975-76.
Silver National FFA Chapter rating for 1974-75.
First place FFA Chapter in Nebraska in 1975-76.
Second place FFA Chapter in Nebraska in 1974-75.
Nebraska Golden Spade Conservation Award Winner in 1973, 1974, 1975.
Two State Farmer Degree Winners.
Superior National Chapter Safety Award in 1974, 1975, and 1976.
Two State Foundation Award Winners.
First place State Agriculture Demonstration Teams in 1973, 1974, and
1976.
Second, third, fourth, and fifth place Livestock Judging Teams at
North Platte Grasslands Judging Contests in the last five years.
Won many trophies at Nebraska State Fair, 1972-1976.
a) Herdmanship trophy in beef two years, second one year.
b) Warner Chapter Hereford trophy.
c) Laflin Chapter Angus trophy.
d) Second Chapter Beef Sweepstakes.
e) Six Champion Chapter Groups of Beef.
f) Thirty-six Individual Champions and Reserve Champions.
Numerous Honors at Vocational Agriculture Contests and FFA contests.
Team Trophies won at local Livestock Judging Contests, 1972-1976.
a) Thirteen First place Teams.
b) Eight Second place Teams.
Livestock Show accomplishments, 1972-1976.
a) Forty-eight Class Winners.
b) Eleven Grand Champion Individuals.
c) Traveled approximately 8,570 miles to attend twenty-seven livestock
shows.
Chairman of the NVAA State Fair Committee.
Chairman of the UNL Agricultural Education Advisory Council.
Member of the UNL Agricultural Education Search Committee.
Represent NVAA on the Nebraska Extension Livestock Advisory Council.
Student Teacher Supervisor for UNL.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Horner, James T.
A.

Meetings, etc.

1.
2.

President, American Assn. of Teacher Educators in Ag., 1975; Ex. Board, 1976.
"Legislation Impacting on Agricultural Education" paper presented at
American Voc. Assn., Anaheim, Dec. 1975 (and Presidents' Report), Houston '76.

3.

13.

"Competencies in Crop Production for Voc. Education in Agriculture;"
paper presented at American Voc. Assn., New Orleans, Dec., 1974.
"Federal Legislation Impacting on Vocational Teacher Education," paper
presented at the Am. Voc. Assn., New Orleans, Dec., 1974.
"1975 Program of Work for MTEA," proposal presented at AVA; New
Orleans, Dec., 1974.
"Performance-based Vocational Teacher Education," paper presented to
1974 Regional Conference, Educational Professions Development Act,
Lincoln.
President, 1975 and President-elect, American Association of Teacher
Educators in Agriculture, 1974.
Chairman, Legislative Committee representing all Vocational Teacher
Educators to American Vocational Association, U.S.O.E. and Congress,
1974.
National Committees.on (1) "National Seminar (USOE), 1976, (2) Vo-Ag
Teacher Competencies 1973 (USOE), (3) '75 Seminar Planning & (4)
Post Secondary Agriculture &Natural Resources 1973 - (USOE)
Superintendent, National FFA Livestock, Poultry and Meat Judging
Contests Tabulation, 1973-75.
Horner, J.T., "Instructional Personnel Recruitment & Preparation, "
paper presented at USOE and Farmland Industries Workshop, Kansas City,
Missouri, April 1973.
Reports at Regional and National Vocational Education and Teacher
Education meetings.
Board of Directors, Nebraska Vocational Agricultural Foundation.

B.

Offices, committees, etc.

1.

Past President, President &President-elect, American Association of
Teacher Educators in Agriculture, 1976, 1975, 1974.
Chairman Legislative Committee representing all Vocational Teacher
Educators (Ag., Home Ec. ,Office, Health, etc.) 1974 & MTEA 1976.
American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture, Central
Region, Vice President, 1972-73.
Elected to Ag. Advisory Board to the National Center for Vocational
Education Research and Leadership Development, Ohio State University.
Bicentennial Edition of Who's Who In Nebraska.
Superintendent, National FFA Contest TabUlation, K.C., Mo.
National Contest Special Study Committee

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Oberg, W.W.
A.

Meetings, etc.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Participated in Midwest Curriculum Management Seminar - Oklahoma.
Participated in Regional BOAC Meeting, Chicago.
Conducted Community Development Workshops for NSEA.
Received Alpha Tau Alpha Honorary Member Award.
Participated in National Alpha Tau Alpha Conclave - Kansas City.
Participated in National Student Teachers Conference - Kansas City.

B.

Offices, committees, etc.

1.
2.

Nebraska Vo-Ag Association District X Chairman
Nebraska Vo-Ag Foundation Board of Director

Wendorff, U.E.
A.

Meetings, etc.

1.
2.

American Society of Agricultural Engineers.
American Association for Agricultural Engineers

B.

Offices, committees, etc.

1.

Secretary-American Association for Ag. Engr. and Voc. Agri. 1966-67
and 67-68.
Vice President - American Association for Ag. Engr. and Voc. Agri. - 196869 and 1969-70.
President-American Assn. for Instruction Vocational Materials - 1970-71.
Board of Directors for Instruction Vocational Materials - 1971-76.

2.
3.
4.

&Vocational

Agriculture.

Florell, Robert J.
A.

Meetings, etc.

1.
2.

Adult Education Association of America Annual Meeting, Oct. 28-30, 1975.
North Central Region Staff Development Workshop, July 20-22, 1976, (presided
at two sessions and served as chairman of planning committee).

B.

Offices, committees, etc.

1.
2.
3.

ECOP Subcommittee on Personnel Training and Development.
Task Force, ECOP Subcommittee on Personnel Training and Development.
Chairman, planning cornmitt~e for, N.C. Staff Development Workshop, July,
1976.
Planning Committee for five year proposal for regional staff development.
Liaison Committee, Journal of Extension.

4.
5.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

The following items are enclosed:
1.

Departmental Teaching Faculty and Current Advisement
Responsibilities

2.

Number of Students Enrolled in Departmental Courses and
Number of Student Credit Hours Generated During Past
Five-Year Period

3.

Majors in Agricultural Education

4.

Number of Student Teachers By Semester

5.

Enrollment in Regularly Scheduled Departmental Courses
and Seminars During Past Two Years

6.

Summer Session Instructional Cost Analysis

7.

Catalog material from the College of Agriculture Bulletin
describing the Agricultural Education undergraduate
curriculum and course offerings

8.

Catalog material from the Graduate College Bulletin
describing the master's program in Agricultural Education

9.

Agricultural Education Self Survey for the North Central
Accreditation

DEPARTMENTAL TEACHING AND CURRENT ADVISEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Gilbertson, Osmund S.
0.65 PTE T~aching
15 B.S. Ag. Ed. Advlsees
Teaching Responsibilities, 1976
First Semester (present)
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*

Ag. Ed. 134
Ag. Ed. 431
Ag. Ed. 804£

38
17
25

Second Semester (iast year)
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*

50%
30%
25% (supervision)

N/A
(cmpl.oyed by C:P.S .. U;)

First Suw~er Session
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*

Summer Sessio~
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*

S~cond

Course No.

N/A

N/A
(amp.loyed by

(employed by C.P.S.U.)

C.P.S.~.)

Dillon, Roy D.
0.50 PTE Teaching
41 B.S., 16 M.S. Ag. Ed. and 10 Ph.D.

(Ed.) Advisees

Teaching Responsibilities, 1976
First Semester (pres&nt)
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to .you*

Course No.

"

Ap, Ed <131
Ag Ed 413
A~ Ed 905
Ap, Ed 896
AR Ed 481

18
17
3
3
6

Af'. Ed 804f

12

ACE

999

1

Ag Ed 413
50%
Ag Ed 431
'lDO%
Ag Ed 481
100%
Ag Ed ~96
Ind. Study
Af!, Ed 8%
Field Exp.
2 Field Sessions Ag Ed ~05
ACE 999
Thesis'

Fi.rst Summer Session'
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
. No.
to you*
18
100%
Ap, Ed R96

Ag Ed 901
Ag Ed 904
'Ag.Ecl 913
ACE 999
rre-Scssion-Ap,Ed 896
_ AR~:~ 807

*

28
,4
IS
1

50%
Ind. Study
50%
Thesis

1

Ind. Study

1

Second Semester (last year)
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*

26
2S

40~.;

.

8
2

Field Exp.
Ind. Study

1

Ind. Study

17

100%

1
Thesis
Second Suwmer Session
Course No.
Enrollment
% credi t2.ble
No.
to you*

Ag Ed 896
Ag Ed 904
ACE 999

6

2
1 '.

Ind. Study
Incl. Study
TIlCsis

100%

% of 1':cachirig tw/e-·o! thi's cou.rse that can be cl~edited to you.
by othe1 staff and/or graduate aS3istants.
1

100~;;

Deduct % done

Horner, James T.
0.40 FTE TEaching
6 B.S., 23 H.S. Ag. Ed. and 5 Ph.D.

(Ed) Advisees

Teaching Responsibilities, 1976
First Semester (present)
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*
100% (Nevi/Rev.)
5
Ag. ~.Ed/: 412
100% (New/R~v.)
5
Ag. Ed. 812
100~o
5
Ag. Ed. 904
100%
(Nelv/Rev.)
25
Ag. Ed. 804£
30%
Ag. Ed. 41-3~
17

Second 'Semester (last year)
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
a to you,':
2
100% (new)
Ag. Ed. 420
1
100%
(nclv)
Ag •.Ed. 820
25
25%
Ag. Ed. 413

First Summer Session
Course No. . Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*
7
100%.
Ag. Ed. 890
S
100%
Ag. Ed. B25
4
100%
Ag. Ed. 908

Second Summer Session c,
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*
6
100%
Ag. Ed. 904
• 100% .
3
Ed. 825

)(31

Ag.

Wendorff, Urban E.
0.50 FTE Teaching (Ag. Ed.)
23 B.S. Ag. Ed. Advisees
Teaching Responsibilities, 1976
First Semester (present).
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*

H.A. 117
Ag. Ed 405

95
;L8

100%
100%

Second Semester (last year)
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*
100% .
M.A. 117
90
Ag. Ed. 405
21
100%

Florell, Robert J.
0.07 FTE Teaching (Teachers College)
11 M.S. Ag. Ed. and 6 Ph.D. (Ed) Advisees
Teaching Responsibilities, 1976
First Semester (present)
Course No.
Enrollment
% creditable
No.
to you*
ACE 890K'

Second Semester (last year)
Course No.
Enrollment
creditable.
No.
to you*

r.

33

-.- %-oj"-te-achirl~7 ti.'.',',J :;/ this CO,,<1'[;<' that. (~(ln h, credited to you.
by otliep staff Q.1:d/Ol~ gl"aduatt: QGoistwdn.

Deduct Z done. .

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Number of Students Enrolled in Departmental Courses
and Number of Student Credit Hours Generated
During Past Five-Year Period

Academic
Year
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

Fall Semester
Student
No.
Credit
Students
Hours
159
137
135
158
115
119

535
479
523
600
491
500

Spring Semester
No.
Student
Students
Credit
Hours
223
194
200
160
198
124

Total
No.
Students

679
680
782
675
896
502

S.S.
Student
Credit
Hours
1214
1159
1305
1275
1387
1002

382
331
335
318
313
243

MAJORS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
1971

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshman

40
33
12

1972

1973

1974

45
19

35
22
18

28
14
20

IS

1975
28
28
19
17

1976
-

1977
-29
30
29
18

38
39
37
12

NUMBER OF STUDENT TEACHERS BY SEMESTER
/'

1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

Fall
14
15
14
16
17

Spring
19
24
14
25
12

Total
33
39
28
41
29

189
212
216
273
303

ENROLLMENT IN REGULARLY SCHEDULED DEPARTMENTAL COURSES
AND SEMINARS DURING PAST TWO YEARS

Fall

Spring

Fall

Spring

Fall

Spring

'74

'75

'75

'76

'76

'77

134
294
404/804

58
14

59
14
20

39
4

405
412/812
413

19

20

16

26
9

18
10

12

14

15

16

26

17

12

Course No.

419
420/820
424/824
21
6

496/896
'9
805

4
2
1

2
2
1

806
807
825

1
1

1
1

3

16
1
5

30
8
2

18
6

13
5

2
3

5

3

1

1

15

15

905
908
913

1

3

890
899
901
902
903
904

21
25

48
21

27
20
6
3

431
481
494

38

5

13
1
3

1

2

9

1

5

2

3

9

3

11

218

119

942

TOTALS

158

180

115

124

"

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA - LINCOLN
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSIONS
SUM045-C-C
DEPT
:~AME

INSTRUCTIONAL COST ANALYSIS, BY DEPARTMENTS

(1)

COURSE
NUMBER

--3 WEEK 1914 ---

STDS

--8 WEEK1914 ---

HOURS SECT

STDS

--3 WEEK1915 ---

HOURS SECT

STDS

--8 WEEK1915

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

412

1

3

1

o

o

o

o

AG

ED

481

1

3

1

0'

o

o

o

o
o

AG ED

801

o

o

o

Ci

o

o

o

ED

812

o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

2

6

1

o

AG ED

825

2

t.

I'

o

o

Q

3

9

1

o

o

o

2

4

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

1

19

ED

896

o

o

o

A',; ED

899

1

3

1

o

ED

904

o

o

o

a

o
o

T(jTAL~

OF DEP

5

15

4

o

o

~~H";lJfH

EXPENDED

16C.00

0.00

CR HR

10.66

APPTS

AG

A':;

STDS

HJURS SECT

RU~:

--8 WEEK1976 --

STDS

HOURS SECT

o
o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o

1

3

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

2

6

1

1

o

o

o

2

6

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

o

o

1

3

1

o

o

o

3

o

o

o

6

18

4

o

o

:>

0.00

..0.0%

197.00 +11.2%

0.00

+O.Ot

0.00

9.31 -12.6%

0.00

"0.0:t

10.94 "17.5t

0.00

+O.Ot

0.05

0.00

0.05

.. 0.0%

0.00

"0.0%

0.05

.. O.ot

0.00

+0.0:

CK HKS PER SS APPT

300.00

0.00

380.00 .. 26.6%

0.00

"O.O~

360.00

-5.2t

0.00

+O.O~

STDTS PER SS AP

100.00

O.Ou

140.00 "40.0%

0.00

"O.Ot

120.00 -14.2%

0.00

"O.O~

FULL TIME

$S

1

09/13/16

+10.6~

C::, T PCil.

177.00

HOURS SECT
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DATE RUN; .09/13/76

o

DEPT
NAME

COURSE
NUMBER

---FIRST 1974 -~
STOS HOU~S SEcr

--SECOND 1974 -STDS HOURS SECT

---FIRST 1975 -SToS HOURS SECT

--SECOND 1975 -SToS HOURS seCT

---FIRST 1976 -STOS HOURS SECT

--SECOND 1976 -STDS HOURS se:T
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3
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1
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o

o
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o

o

o

o

o

AG ED

904

o

o

o

o

o

o

1

4

1

2

4

1

7

21

1

6

19

1

EO

908

24
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1

o

o

o

14

42

1

o

o

o

1

3

1

o

o

AG ED
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o

o

o

o

o

11

33

1
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o

o

11

33

1

o

o

o
o
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182
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6

19

6

89

258

13

6

15

4

78

234

8

17

AG EO
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o

o

o

AG EO
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1

o

EO

413

o

o

.0

AG ED

481

3

6

I

AG ED

496

1

1
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ED

499

1
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ED

806

AG EO

4

9

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
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1

2

1
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o

2

6

1

o

9

o

o

o

807

2

6

1

1

4

I

2

AG EO

812

10

30

1

o

o

o

AG EO

825

6

18

1

1

3

AG ED

890

o

o

o

o

AG

EO

096

3

8

1

AG

EO

899

o

o

AG ED

901

o

AG ED

902

AG ED

AG

AG

o

TOTALS OF DEP

,

51
C·

AMOUNT EXPENDED

5,127.00

160.00

28.17

8.42

23.55

-16.4~

FULL TIME 5S APPTS

2.05

0.05

2.35

+14.6~

CR HRS PER SS APPT

08.78

380.00

109.78 +23.6%

STOTS PER SS AP

30.24

120.00

37.87 +25.2%

COST PER CR HR

6,071.00 +18.5%

171.00 +10.6%

7,789.00 +28.1%

197.00 + 11 .2 t

33 • 2 8 "'41. 3%

3.86

-67.2~

+0.0%

3.15 +34.0%

0.05

+0.0%

300.00 -21.0%

74.28 -32.3:

l,020.00+240.0t

+0.0;

24.76 -34.6%

340.00+183.3%

11.80 +40. U
0.05

120.00
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Department cf Agricultural Education
(Vocational Education and Agricultural Extension)
A major in agricultural education is designed to prepare student.s
to be certified teachers of vocational agriculture at the secondary or
post-secondn-y level or to besome agricultural extension T.~·orkers. It
also preoar8S students for Dositions in adult education, in foreign
service, "and. as agrb:.ltur~l educ:itors in bus:ness and industry.
Sane of the stude::.ts gradu?-te v:iL.~ a dual :Il2.jor in e.gric....ltural
education a.'1d in anotber de:;;ar't:nenf of t..':e College.
Students desiril:g to be admitted to the Teacher Education Program in thG Depart."'1lent of .'\gricultural Education should ms.ke a~
plication as ea:ly as possible (at least o::e semester before they e:lter
the Professional Blo::k semester). The app~e::.tice teach~:r..g ph.::.se of
L!le block is cO:lducted off Ca.1TI;J'-lS, and e.greer:;,e~"t with c;:.t-state
supervising teachi.:."1g schools must be made early. ·.~..t least by L.h.eir
junior year students should consult with an adviser in agricultural
education since state teacher certificatio:l is based on the recommendation f:-om that dep<ll'tl-ne:lt.
To be admitted in f'..l11 standing for student tee::hing, t=:e stude!:t
must have a scholastic rating of 2.25 and proficiency in spees=:.
Students with less than a 2.25 GP.>\. may be given provisional adr:lission.
Teac.~ing Certificate: Successful completion of the following,
along with a recoffimenc ':ltion by the Depart..-:lent of Agricultural
Edusation, ,,;arrants :ssua.':.ce of a >Jeorasb Secondary Teaching
Certii'icate by the Nebraska Department of Education, 'with an endorsement to teach agriculture. Teacher certification requires: a) at
least t\\'O years recent full-time employment or the equivalent in
accumulated part-time employment in the field in which the candidate is preparing to teach, or b) at least one year full-tirne employcent or the equ.ivalent in accumula~ed part-time en:ployment plus
not less th:l.'1 360 clock hours of emnlovment in the field in which
L.'le candidate is preparing to teach,
the direction and supervision or a qualified experienced vocation2.l teacher-educator; or c) at
least 360 hours of supervised employment in the field in which the
candid~te is preparing to teach, plus an c:-ganized pro:;ra.rn of directed'observation under the direction a.'1d supervision of a qualified
experienced vocational teacher-educator. The program of directed
observation should be equivalent to or actually involve college
credit of not less tha..'1 3 se~lester hours.
Students in other agricultural majors may qualify based upon the
requirements des::ribed 0:1 page 19.

under

Agricultura! Educaticn :\1ajor Requireoents
g:1c~ti.lrOll cc~rs:es ...................................•..•......'
. ':":1::::.:;.1 :;(,;~e:1ce
',
' .......•.. 3
P~i;7.!"": s::e!".. CB ......••.•••.•.•.•••.••.•••••••..•••••.••.•••••••••..••• 3
.~..g:i::.:l t·..:.:~l ecor:c :::lies
3

Hours
4:0

.!J,

~,'!achanize:::' 3.gricultura (excluc.ing ~rach..';'g 109)
,
..A.g!"::~I~'.!ral c:ecti'~'2S
5ugge.::itad a~ricultu:al elscth'es: .-\gEccr..-201 0: 103.211.261. 316;
~?~ech.j,.g 117.232.3:2. ;';3. 334; A;:on 101. l~3. 2';0, 268; .A.:lSci

•

6

25

'1.Cl. lC3, 117,12:.153; E::tc:::::1201: FdScT 102; ?S;\'VSci 101. 251;
\·ctS:i :ul. 3G3: Hort 150.221.224,351.

Bio!ogical

sde~ccs

courses

LiiE:Sci :01 ~ELul lC1-GBneral Blology)
LifcSci 100 {Bot j,02-Ger:.orl!1 Bota:lY)
O~ Uf:S~~

112 .(Zool 102-Introd~:tion to Zoology)
•.1..g:o:: 31.: !.\..:o:::t:c£)
or Li:2Sci 2~1 (Z:;,ol :";l-Gcr:ar:.l Ge:1etics)

"*

"

11.12

.;;

.;
3

.;

cr. Lif~~c} 300 (~-ficrcbi 3CO-~"Sr~~1,;~t:.:r:ll
~:lcroolOiCsr)

3

Physica! scences and. :::tathematics courses
Cher=. 105 and 106 [Sur':ey of Che~1isu;.")
0: Chem 109 a::::!. 11(, {Ger.~:"l Cr,,'misc:y)
8
O~ Cr:em 1:3 a!ld 11'; ~?u:.. \.L~;r.~ntai C~e::l:st.)·)
and C::em 116 (Q,-",mtitative Cher:1is:::y Lab)
9
Nfath 100 (Alsebra) and 101
or Nfath 1\)2" (Trigonomet..ry)
2
Elective
Selected from :Vlathematics: Physics: ~.fech.\g 109 (physical Principles in Agriculture); Geog 150 (~fan's Physical E:lVironrr.ent), 151
(Physical Processes in Geography). 252 (~feteorology). 253
(Cli:natology); Geol 101 (Physica! Geology). 102 (Physic,,! Geolo~y
Laboratory). 210 (~!ineralogy and Optical ~iineralogYJ; ChemisL-y;
or Computer Science.

15·16
8

.;

3

Humanities and social sciences courses
Communications block
8-9
AgComrn :WO (Technical Writing)
3
and Speech 109 (Funda.'1lentals of Human
Communication)
'" . 3
or Speech 209 (public Speaking)
3
Elective
2-3
Selected from English. Speech 109 or 209 or 311:
HistEd 237. or introductory Journalism course
(exch.:.ding photography).
5
Econ 210 (Introduction to Economics)
or Econ 211 (Principles of Econorr.ics)
3
and Econ 212 (Principles of Economics)
3
EdPsych 362 (Lez.rning in the Classroom)
3
Humanities and social sciences electives
6-8
No more than t"NO courses from any C:le de?anment shall be used (0
meet this elective requirement. St:lect froCl: .".:t: Ag 100; A.gEcon
141.276.346. and 442: Anthropology; Architectun:; Classics; Criminal Justice; Economics (excluding courses under the subtitle of
Quantitative Economics); Educational Psychology; English; Geography (exduding physical geography); History: Human Oe\'e10pment and Farr.i!y: .-\gricultu:ral Communications; Journalism: !'.fod·
em Languages; Music: Phi!osophy: PoUtical Science: Psychology;
,Religion: Suciology; Speech.
Agricultt.;ral education cou.ses
,
AgEd 134 (The Job of a Vocationa! .\gricl.:.lture Agribusiness ar.d
Natural Resources Instructor)
3
AgEd 29.. (Past. Present. and Future of Vocational Education in .\gricul.
ture)
2
Professional Sen:ester
:
19
..~gEd 405 U"f~thoC3 cf T:Jc:ting}
:\gEd ~31 (.\pprentice Teachi!lg)

24

2';'

6
8

.-\gEd ..13 (?rogr2.:r;:Deve;qlr!~entJ
5
7hi! .\griculr.,lral Ec!ucation course progra.'1l is under study aIld addi·
tiona! Courses may be inch.:.dec later.
Free e!ecti\'c5

12·14

Sugge:3tad ~oursas i:1c!'.lde: .\gE:d ..;81 (S~?ervi.sac. Field Experi ..
er..ca) 2·5 hr.5; .';'JEd 496 {r:,,"c2?en.de~tStt:.dy i:: :-"S:icultu:al Edx.ca·
ticn) 1·5 hrs; Ed..\dr:". 352 (F~ndc.r::entals in Edi.:catio:lal .':'.. d~i:lis·
tration) 3 bon

Minin::um requireme::ts fer :;rad:'::l.tion

123

• Students q~3::fiad for ~lacer:ler:: i~ ~fa:l:e.."'r.a:i:s le5 w:~l ~a.va met this r=q,u:':e~c!lt. Ot..l...ctS
will resister wit.~ t.\e ~{ath=r:ati:s Ca?d.:t~e:lt for exa.=ini.tic=. and placa::le::.t in ~!ath leO. 101.
er 10Z.

Fcculty
DE!c:l, R. D., Ed.D,. Professor (I:1terim Chairnan of Department)
Horner, Ta!r..us T., Ed.D .. Pro£assor
Cb~:"gl \~.'a!'T'.e \"/'1 B.S.? Insu1:..ctor
SEr:'lmQns. ]ilmas E.. ~LS .. I:ls:r~c~or
We::riorff. U. E., ~LS .. Professor. also ?rofessor oi :\gricu!tural Engineering

The courses outlined below are pla!l.ned for agricultural
ed1.:.cators (i.8., teachers of agriculture, e::tensicn agents, and agricultural business and i!1dustry educators).
13-~.

The Jeh of a Voc:ltional .\griculture Agribusiness and Natur.J. Resources In·
str'..:ct.Jr {3 cr I)
Ori3n~a~:o;l to :..'..:.e employrnent and se:vice of an agribusi'::S55 a..r..d n~tLlral re~OLlr:es
tVOC"4;gj ~ns~uc:o:. Raqci:e.ments for certificaticn of teachers. surveyor reCO::l·
mended course of study. and an overvle'.... of agriculn:ral education in :\ebr2.ska.
2~. Pust. Prasent, a..'1.d Fut1;re of Voc.iltional Ed.uc~tion i:1 .-\griculture (1 cr rI)
The stud:; of t.'>1e past. pres<:nt. and future of vocational educJ.:ion. specific;:.]ly veca·
tional Rgribusiness :lnd natural resources education in L"le educational offaring in the
lccCJ.! school a.~d co~munity.
~O·;t:':!C'; ~~C'"-l:S~-tfj. Problems ofEGgi~"1ing TC:lcb.ers

in .A.g:icultural ECl.:cztion (2-5 cr
L ll. IE)
lndi\'idual projects. assigned problems. special reports. current literature.

of Inst.~cticll (6 cr I. II] Prereq: 3 hrs educational psychology, senior
year by appEcation
!:1str~ction.lt ~~~hods. devices. and p:ccedures usee in cisse:nin~ting ::U'ormat':on in
the as::c~lt~ral .:ici~::ccs, n:~chanic.:i. a::d related infor~l.!tion t.~ yo~th and adults.

-:05.

~~et.':ods

-i::Z.;S12. I:ls~-cction=l ~iatzri.:I$ in Occup.!ticn;:l E::!~czticn (2·3 cr)
Philosophy, objectives. and ::lc:hods of dc;1."alopfr:g a sound p:ogr'li11 or tez.:hi:lg aid.s.
~!uterials ava.iLable. pr:lctice in constructing and aS$er::bli:lg such :eachiZlg aid~ as
pictures. charts. graphs. c:a\\·ings. and. models. Deter:ll:ning education41 ad.a~H:lticn
of rescu.rce ::1aterial found In local schools. cor:l~unities, ia:r..ls, and businesses.
~13.

P:-cgram D2~-ciDpn:S!lt (3 c: It II) P!'ereq: 3 hrs e:ducational psycholcgy, sen:or
y:;;:,r by 3.?l~:;·:;.:.~ion
Or~an::!h~g year..rcl;:1d tid1,.1cational pr,)grams in agricu.ltL.:.:e at ~he local level for yo~th
and a::'"..l'a.:i.

~19.

Ds·..elcping ln$tructional ?rogr:rm5 cfPo~:·!-!fghSchcol.-\gric~lHur=.lEC:lc:.tion
(3 cr I. II. liI) Pr~req: 3 hrs agrjcultural ~duc.ation and sopho4:lore sta:ldi;:!.g or
permissior. ..
Ur.::!.erstandlng tb: post·high school smdent. m",::ods and taaching ailproac~es. wding be~a.vio:al obj8c:i~."es. c::-..c c.valua~::1S in.s:!"uc:tiul1.

420/'S20 [41C,,~:Cn. I::.cp:uv£nuent or !:l~t."'.lcivr-_(ll Pro3r;:.:r...3 ro: Pos~-~Iigh Schocl
Occupaticn&:l Edl!c~tio~ (:3 cr 1. II. !II) P:'e:c:q: Baccalaureate ceg:'ee; 12 hrs
c::.g!~c~!t~:-al c;dL!.c~ticn 04' equivc.ler:t; ani"o: per'inissicn of iu.:;t.ru.ctor
Des~gn:ng r.ew i!".st:'\::::ona! prog:'ams. expa;-.di:-.g the impact of student behadoral
cb;~~!!\"cs.

';2~,;n=·1.

and

eV;Jltl::.~ing th~

total

in3~;'''...lcti~caI

prograrr•.

D(:ye!opment ~::td Org:':liz~~t:.'J;1 cf Vocztio:l::tl Educ~tion (Et:si::[;~s Educat:O::1. S£:...::::::=:.ry Eciuc,H~on ';2~;&'::·1} ;.3 '::)
O·..: er....-itnv of \·ccc..::u~~J..i 3.:"~d ~;r:.l;:·~icai cllu~:~ic~. ~h=ir pL.icC :r.. the COIT'.::lt.:;:'.~ty schouL
pla:lnir:g ::r::p:a~. . . a~$i\·e P:Og:3~.S ir. J.5:i.::.llc..l :c, bt.:si:"'. . :3~;:), hcr::e:::::;,~i::g. tl:lG. i::~t.:.s"
trial ecucaEon. For t<;3c!:ers. administr2.to.·s. and guida:-.ce pe:,soil::e!.

431~ !l'p::,re::ltic~ Te3.r_'1in~
yea! by c;.?~i:c:!.tior.

(3 c.r

r.

?r~:cq:

II)

3 ::rs

educa~i~nal

psy:::.ology. se:::o:

Six to &i3ht \\'ceks of residence ~!l an Jpprc':ec Oi!-:affi9u3 st:pe:"':ised i::'s~:lct:O:lal
cente:-teac:1ing secondary school stude:lt3, young 3.nd adult fa:mer cla,:;sc:~; c.:r.dcc:ing ilnd sup:ervising expe:ier.:.ce ?rog:'a!!lS~ ass1j,ming scheol aI1c cc:r:::1'..1~:~Y :-s..
spons;bilitie5: cuu!~seliug sttider..t.,; and advising ycu;.b, Jctivi::S5 2.~SCcilitec. vfi:h ag ..
ricultural odu.::atio:1. On--c~pus inst:-acticn 12 .. 15 hours prior to reSiGe!:~3 L" the
inst.~ction;;l ce:lter.
~131. Supervised Field E:-:periclnces [2-5 c: r. II. III) P:ereq: Iun-iar or senia. by application
A field cCurse of experience worki~g wit..~ varicus phases of agricultural bu~in:lss
andJar agrict:.lturcl education.
'194. U"de;-gr;;,.d:utc S-;minur in _-\gricultur~,l Ed~c:ltion ('.-3 c:)
(Section 1. : cr. 1) Philcsopny al:d r~l3.tio~ship or ~:ccalior:al 2drict:ltu.r~ i=. th3 ;t:.blic
schec:.:;. (S~ction 2. 2 C:, L II) Dave!o;Jment and ccordi::41tion of adl.11: ar..d conti:l~i::g
agricul:u:al ~d.t:c;;.riD:l p:-ogra:ns.
496:390. Indc~endentStudyin:\.gricuIturalEr.:zcalion (1-5 cr) Frereq: 12 hrs agricul·
tural "ducatian or closely r~jated areas and peroission
Individual or group projects in resea.:ch. lit~riltl;rt::: re\'ie'::, or extension or cou.:se ',vark
unddr' supen"i:3ion a:ld evaluation of a dapartr:l3r::a! f3culty member.
4D9. Indc:::enliant St'.ldy in ....gricult'..lra! Educaticn (1-5 c:) Prereq: Per:niss:o"-.
Indi,.-idt:.i21 or group projects tn research. li:erature re ... ie~.'l. or extar:.5:0n (jf cou:s~ "':or~
under supe:vision ~.r.ri ev?"l~~t':'on of a dcpanmr:ntt::.l f~calt:; C"'~emb2r ..
805 [8C5£1. :\.dva:lccc Tcuchiz:S ?\1etJ.~ods in Occ:';~:l:iunal E:.h.:.catio::. (SdCC::~a!)·
Education 805) (2-3 cr)
.
The problem approach ~o teaching. motivating students. de-,·eloping i"-.:erests, attitudes. arrcl abilities; lesson plan!'ling. new and aev::.nc€id c!asscoam techniq\:es and
procedure,;.
805. Auult Agricdtu;-al Eauc:.tion [2-3 cr)
PhUosc.phy. cbjectit:e~. :lad rn:::t::;)ds of cand.~ct:~g young and adul: farm~: oJ~c. aClllt
off..feu-nl agriculu.i.ral ~nstruction, deterrnini~g ::eeds. organizi=:g a':~,:i£cry cO\.l~cE~,
conducting class and on-site l!1structiorr and e\·aJua::on.
807. Occupational E;'(perience P:og.a:ns (Busirress Educatio!'•. Ed'.lcatlan a:.d Far:.~ly
Resources, Secorrcary Education 807) (l-o cr)
The philosophy arrQ objective of L.~:l project metb.od. Providing aciequateeducat:ar:al
experience. o::gilnizing. adnlinis:ering evaluati!:g experience- programs, a:la r::.ay ~L'"'l"
elude supervis~d occupatia..al experience.
825. Cuoi:ciinaj~n in Occupatic:l::.l Training Prog;a::lS [B:.lsiness Ea.l.:ca:lc:l. SeC·
onciary Education ';:5:323) (3 cr)
A.nalysLs of t::e fut:ncation i1nd scops cf currant.a:ld projec:ed vcc.!tiori.al cco~~:a:i\"e
e<hcaticnal prasraml> ud general educational wa.:..: experierrce. E:r:;Jha~:zes ccordi,
nation tech:liques. selection and placeoent. in~tr::.ctional ;Jrocadt.:l"es.ycu~'-:.leaC:.,;r~
ship activities, organization and administration. and evaluation ai cooperative occ\:patian::! ed ucation.
aso. Workshop SemilUr (1-12 cr)
899. M~ters Thesis (6-10 crl
901 [901f]..Supervision and Administration in Voc:.tional Education (3-.:sines.s Edu·
cation. Education and f"mily Resourcas. Secondary Education 901) (3 cr)
902. Research in Occupation:.l Educo:.tion (3 c:)
903. Teacher Education in Agr:culhlre (2·3 cr)
904 [ge-;f]. Serr.inar in Vocational Eliuc:lticn (1-6 cr)
90S [S05f]. In·Ser....ice PrcpaZ":::ticn fo;- Occ:.:;:;~:ioncl ::.nd .\dult Ed:..;c:::tors [.\dclt and
Continuing Education. Secondary Educaticn 905) (3 c;-)
908. Organization of tha _-\::;ric;!I:-:.tral ~~cchanic.s Program [2-3 cr)
913. Progr:;.m Development in Occupational EGucation (Secondary Sducation 913)
J

(3 cr}

D..12. The Ju:-J.cr-Cc!:1~u.r.i:yCCr~H£e tSeco:-..dary Ed~catiun 9--i2) (3 cr)

42 -

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Agricultural Education
(Vocational Education and Agricultural Extension)
Departmental Chairperson: Osmund S. Gilbertson. Ph.D.
Professors Dillon. chairperson. Florell. Homer.

Graduate Studies
Bulletin
1977-1979
January 1, 1977

Graduate Committee:

Candidates for the degree Moster of Science with a major in Agricultural Education must present undergraduate preparation totaling at least 40 hours in agricultural
subjects plus at least 18 hours in Education or 18 hours selected from two or more of
the following: Education. Agricultural Extension. Psychology. or Sociology. Up to 6 of
the 18 hours may be wai,'ed at the rate of 1 hour per year for each year of successful
experience as an agricultural educator. An English examination is required of all
candidates applying with less tl1an a 2.5 undergraduate CPA (4.0 basis).
°804. Problems of Beginning Teachers in Agricultural Education. 2-5 cr. Individual projects.

assigned problems. special reports. current literature.
°805. Advanced Teaching Methods in Occupational Education. 2-3 cr (also 805 SecEd. VocEdl.

The problem approach to teaching. motivating students. developing interests. attitudes and
abilities: lesson planning. new and advanced classroom techniquas and procedures.
°806. Adult Agricultural Education. 2-3 cr. Philosophy. objectives. and methods of conducting
young and adult farmer and adult off-farm agricultural instruction. determining needs,
organizing advisory council. conducting class and on.farm instruction and evaluation.
°807. Occupational Experience Programs. 1-6 cr (also 807 BusEd. EdFR. SecEd. VocEdl. The
philosophy and objective of the project method. Providing adequate educational experience. organizing. administerinll. evaluating experience programs. and may include supervised occupationat experience.
812. Instructional Materials in Occupational Education. 2-3 cr. Philosophy. objectives. and
methods of developing a sound program of teaching aids. Materials available. practice in
constructing and assembling such teaching aids as pictures. charts. graphs. drawings. and
models. Determining educational adaptation of resource material found in local schools.
communities. farms. and businesses.
820. Improvement of Instructional Programs for Post.High School Occupational Education. 3
er (also 820 VocEd). Determinmg new instructiona:l programs. expanding the impact of
student behavioral objectives. and evaluating the total instructional program.
824. Development and Organization of Vocational Education. 3 cr (also 824 BusEd. SecEd.
VocEd). Overview of vocational and practical education. their plaCfl in the community
school: planning comprehensive programs in agriculture. business. homemaking. and industrial education. For teachers. administrators. and guidance personnel.
82:5. Coordination in Occupational Training Programs, 3 cr (also 825 BusEd. SecEd. VocEd).
Analysis of the foundation and scope of current and projected vocational cooperative edu·
cational programs and general educational work experience. Emphasizes coordination
techniques. selection and placement. instructional procedures. youth leadership activities.
organization and administration. and evaluation of cooperative occupational education.
°890.893. Workshop Seminar. 1~12 cr. Opportunity to learn and to put into practice the princi·
pies and techniques of developing instructional aids. such as courses of study. resource
units. handbooks. and motion picture guides.
898. Independent Study in Agricultural Education. 1-5 cr. Prereq: 12 brs in AgEd or closely
related areas; permission.
°899. Masters Thesis. 6-10 er.
901. Supervision and ,Administration in Vocational Education. 3 cr (also 901 BusEd. EdFR.
SecEd. VocEd). Philosophy. objectives. and procedures in supervision and administration
of vocational education programs. Supervision relationships with teachars. agents. school
administrators. boards. federal and state officials. Evaluation of local progranu of vocational education.
902. llesearch in Occupational Education. 3 cr. Research methods used in the study of problems
in occupational education.
903. Te,acher Education in Agriculture. 2-3 cr. Philosophy. objectives. and procedures in the
preparation of teachers of vocational agriculture both pre·service and in-service. Campus
COurSllS. sludentteaching. selection and guidance of trainees. evaluating performances. and
in·service courses. conferences and teacher helps.
904. Seminar in Vocational Education. 1-6 cr (also 904 VocEd).
• 903. In-service Preparation for Occupational and Adult Educators. 3 cr (also 905 AdultEd.
SecEd. VocEd). Identifying and solving problems in program planning. methodology. department operation. and school and community relationships. Primarily to aid beginning
occupational and adult teachers in planning and establishing effective programs. Work·
shop on campus. followed by four small-group meetings during the year and two days of
individual instruction in the local department. in addition to student assignments.
908. Organization of the Agricultural Mechanics Program. 2-3 cr. Philosophy. objectives. procedures and techniques used in organizing the program of Agricultural Mechanics instruc·
tion for secondary and post.high school students and adults. Determining units of instruc·
tion. evaluating student effort. procedures in shop instruction. selection of equipment and
integration into the vocational agriculture program.
913. Program Development in Occupational Education. 3 cr (also 913 SecEd. VocEd). Philosophy and objectives of occupational education. Techniques of program development. choosing instructional areas. determining sequences. planning time distributions. integrated
course of study and meeting individual needs. youth activities.
1142. The Junior Collese. 3 cr (also 942 SecEdl. The iunior college movement: relationship of
movement to' provisions for an adequate educational program: functions of the junior college: legal status and basis for extension of junior college: problems of organization. administration and curriculum. Designed particularly for those interested in upper secondary and
college levels.
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North Central Accreditation

Enclosed is the Agricultural Education Self Survey which you
requested for the North Central Accreditation.
"If you have any
know.

THE UNIVERSITY OF

questio~s

concerning our survey, please let me
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA
MEDICA~

CENTER

DEADLINE DATE:

September 10, 1976

'S'elf-Sul'vey of t~e College of Agr-iculture
De pa rtme. nt ---'1\,i.Q-.L.F!...lduflL.['[Lrl'1.-,'..iJO:,.l;n'.l-----,--------o

Based upon 6ach department's Yesponse, I will bring together a College
response \'lOrki nq \'lith the Co11 ege I s faculty adyi sory council. Your res ponse
should n:~f1ect the ~Jeneral attitude of the entil'e department, recognizing
that yOLl \'/i11 not have a lot of time to involve your total staff ;n this
process. Please limit your answers in the space provided ..
Proposition I

Institutional Goals and Statement of Purposes

1. ,What are the undergraduate and graduate
the department?

;~struct;onal goals and purposes of
0

PURPOSE: To overcome the serious shortage of high school and post-secondary:
'instructors of vocational agriculture in Nebrask~, to improve the quality of
instruction and the'roby enhance the application .of now kno\l'ledge from the IA01R' on
the" farms and ranchs across_, the state.

GOAL~ - Undergraduate: • To recrui ~ and propate sufficient quanti ties of teachers to
meet the increasing complexity of agriculture and increasing demand Jor agricultural
educators.
.For, all majors to demonstrate the -abili ty to teacIf' agrlcultural
'- ,..
sub j ect maU..c r at the sec;ondary, level. ' ,.Por all maj ors' to be certified.
tea~hers of Vocational Agriculture incompliance with' ~he certification rcquirements of the Nebraska State Department of Education.
.For majors to demon'strate the ability to secure ,entry ievel employnicnt as secondary school teachcrs
of vocational agticulture, county agricultural extension agents, far~ers and
,'ranchers, agricultural missionaries and professional sales_ personncl in the agribusiness industry.
'.
,
Graduate:' - • To provide formal coursel.l'ork and informal aids, services to
enhance retention and improvement of agricultural instructors.
.For majors to
demonstr::>.te at the masters lavel, ability to teach agricultural subject matter
at the secondary and p~st-secnndary idlool levels and local, regional, ~tate and
national level extension positions.
.Por majors to demonstrate profes~ional .
abilities in at least one specialized field of professional education and/or for
majors to acquire profcssional' abilities in one specialized field of technical
agriculture.
.Conduct pilot re~carch and consult local schools on programs.
These are accomplished primarily through aggressive staff efforts and operating
fU:1ds, utilizing new instructional technologies and out-state apprentice teaching
centers - little facilJ-ty requirement.

2. 'How can divergenci es among those concerned \'lith the department wi th respect
to substance or priorities of goals be determined?
• Use of a nine member advisory council from the profession across the state, plus
on-campus agricul tural education_maj ors.
II
"
• Regular st.affmce.tings ,are conducted tvi th issues being resolVed, collectivc'ly.

'Self-survey of the College of f\gd culture) Department.
Proposition I continued
2 (continued)

j.

Ar,r,

EclucatLQ1..!.n_ _ Page ';\'/0

Are the departmental goals and purposes appropriate to the clientele?

Yes! .There is a shortClge of agriculture teachers. Strong effort must be
exerted to recruit, train and hold" quality teachers.

·..'1

4.

Are departmental Le.SOllrcc<; adequa-t-e- for'the-"g6aTs subscribed "to by.the
department?

An increase in staff and the support budget is necessary to accommodate the
.listed goals. The needs are delineated later in this self-survey.

//.

Self-survey of the Co 11 cgc of Agri cult~rc.

Departm~nt

"Ag. Education

Page Three

Proposition 'II ""Evaluation of progress und 'ach'ievcment in relation to depurtmental
goals and purposes. How is departnlental effectiyeness in achieving
its goals and purpose~ evaluated?
'
1.

How are

unde~graduate

and gradyate student aspirations and achievements evaluated?

By regular student and administrative (Dept. &College) evaluations of staff;
by evidence of percentages of graduates el1'tering and succeeding (follow up
evaluations with employers) in the profession; by r?gular advisory council
evaluation.

2.

How are the aspirations und achievements of jnstructional staff evaluated?
Incl l lde ",hat praeti ces or pol i ci es are followed to buil d faculty moru 1e and
\'1ell-bei n9.
·:1

At least a -once-a-year" c~:>nference byadministra-tor- with each staff
including a fo110\\l up summary and periodic staff get togethers.

3.

member~

How are the aspirations and achievements of departmental administration
evaluated?
A

R~gular evaluations as per Regents ByLaws.
At least a once-a-year conference
by Deans with administrator (writ"ten follow up summary).

· Self-survey of the College of Agri culture t Department._--:.A;J;.g:...:.--:::E..=.du::.c::.;a:;:.;t:.:i:..;:o:..:.;n:....·
Propositi on I II

1.

, Page Fo.ur

Educa ti oria 1 and Learni ng Exped ences--The Outcomes.

,

.

What kind of learning experiences does your department provide your students?
.Include forrnul and informul learning experiences (include advising and student
clubs) at undergraduate and graduate levels .

• The faculty is continually evaluating courses, student performaiice and teacher
effectiveness to determine the changes needed in the teaching program. Consequently, the entire undergraduate teaching program has been revised focusing
the. change on behavioral oriented objectives, individualized instruction and the
utilization of a wide range. of mediated autotutorial .equipment laboratory (micro
teaching) on campus add realism.
4Field experiences are encouraged early in
the undergraduate program and at least six weeks of student teaching in out-state
centers in the senior year.
.The 24 (mediated) study carrels, two automated
teaching' machines ·and adequate vide'o tape equipment, plus a video tape library'
provide staff members considerable flexibility in teachin·g.
"The Departmental
club is utilized as a teaching-counseling agency supplementing' the regular
co~~sework.
,Student advising is taken seriou~ly (credit granted to faculty)
as an. educational function.
.The in-service' and graduate programs are being
upgraded and the department offers. four or 'five graduate cour~~s each 'semest~r
as well as during the sunilller.
• The Department provides at least six workshops
in professional and technical areas of ag~icul tural education. ..• Workshops
and courses are taken 'into the field out-state.

, 'Self-survey of the College of Agriculture, Department
Proposi~ion III continued
2.

Ag Education

, Page Five

Oe~cribe how your'curriculum is organized in terms of contihuity, seqllcnce
and integration.
!

Introductory courses, 'both technical and professional serve as a base for upper
level and advanced (practicum) courses. The' upper level and advanced (practicum)
cours~s are organized around performance based criteria.
Technical agriculture
courses and general education (physical, biological and social sciences) are
integrated through out the four year program. An Advisory.Council eva~uation
is ~onductcd regularly.
'

_. ·.';1

3.

Hhat \'lays has your department sought to improve the learning experiences for
its students?

The staff has sought to imprpve the lean1ing experiences via r~viell's and
evaluations and inovations already mentioned. In addition it has sought
additional staffing of "methods", "~echanics" and HIn-Service" specialists.

4. What types 'of learning experiences would you feel you wish to add, modify or
eliminate?
More comprehensive agricultural education mechanics laboratory and instruction
are essentia.l.
2) Continued improvement and expansion of the Ag: Ed. freshman and sophomore
courses and junior'pre-student teaching course.
3) Revamping the Ag'. Ed. r,lethods and Cu~riculum course to incorporate the core
curriculum.
4) Improvement of the adult education and ~FA instruction.
1)

r-'
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Proposition , III continued
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.' 5~

H~w d6es your department intend to strengthen the
of your students over the next five years?
1ea.rning experi ences
.

• By incorporating as many of the learning experiences as possible
(4 above) into the curriculum.·

.

~

-. .

. ·.JI

6.

How does YOUI' d:partrnent intend to sb'engthen your instructional f;CU''j'',:\ty
over the next fl ve years~-----~

Add staff members with speciali zations in the areas of Methods, In-Service,
'Adult Education and Agricultural Mechanics and tire-tool" present staff
through In-Service preparation.

S';'';':

'Self-survey of the College of
Pro'[losJtion IV

J~griculture)

Department

Ag Edtlcation

) Page Seven

Resources for providing educational learning experiences and
implementing departm~ntal goals' and objectives. '

1. '. Faculty Resources--Summari zc ~our staff qual ifi cati ons and effectiveness .
• A very capable and diligent staff, well supported by excellent ..
secretaries. l'lassively revised unclergrad~ate teaching program for
excell ence in pre-seIviceteacher preparation. In-service and graduate
pro'g:rams are, of high quality. ' .
• All staff members are teaching in areas in which they have received
advanced training. National leadership roles·have. been assumed by aU
sen,ior staff members during the past three years.

"J!

.
2.

Advising of students--indicate the extent your staff are involved in
advising and counseling.
d

.Seniar staff are assigned, take seriously and are awarded credit for
advising students--both graduate and undergradu'ate--usually not more than
25-30 .
• Staff members take considerable pride in the opportunity for student
advising and often go beyond the iequircd ti~e to personall~ assi~t student~
\'lith scheduling, scholarships, and job placement.

·

Self-survey of the Co11 ege of Agri culture, Department_'_A~~g_E_·d_u_c_at_l_'o_n__, Page Ei ght
,Proposition IV continued
3',

Library and other ,1 earni ng resources. Summari ze the adequ'acy and access i bil ity
,of these resources to your department.

Library resources arc adequate \.Ji th the exception of guides, manuals, fi 1m
strips, etc. to be used by student teachers. Computer facilities are adequate.

4. ' Describe the finuncial adequacy of your department1s undergraduate and graduate
programs.
_Addition of specialists in teaching methods, in-service adult Ag. Ed., and Ag.
Mechanics along \\Iith commensurate support funds is needed .
• With the shift from 12 semester hours to 9 semester hours fot calculating
teaching loads, we'will nee~ ~ore staff-just to ~aint~in th~ current load .
• Increase iIi hard money slots for graduate 'assistant positions, with an
obj ective of two graduate assistants per full-timefacul ty per,~pn:

~~.'

5.

Describe the 'adequacy and accessibility of instructional facilities-bu; ld i ngs, equi pment for your_department ..

• Recently remodeled quarters are comfortable and pleasant, and with the
exception of a seconclreadily available demonstration (Hodel) classroom,
agricultural mechanics shop and storage facilities and workroom,'
are adequate for present operations.
"
.The audio-tuto:rial 'equipment is dated and should be 'replaced.

Self-survey of the Col1ege of Agriculture, Department Ag Education

, Puge Nine

Proposition V The Dynamics of the instituUon--decision making. and planning.
(

1.

How can the decision-making and~lanning processes and the premises underlying
. them be evaluated in terms of desired outcomc~?' What is the actual and desirabl,
role of the elements of the academic community?

• The organizadonal framework for the depa'rtment is ba'sed on the .. educational
specialities of the staff. The individua+ professors are responsible
for each cO'urse, how.ever, ample opportunity is provided for "team" teaching
and '.'turn" teaching activi ties. It is not uncommon for two or three staff
members to plan 'and teach a particular course.
.Opportunity is provided for
faculty members (and students) to communicate rega.rding courses, teaching
procedures and problems of concerns to both groups.
,Staff members are
suppo.rted andenc'ouraged to explore ne\'l. avenues of teaching, to attend Professional
meetings., etc.

2.

agencies, groups, and persons outside the institution are i'nvolved in
planning and decision-making? What is the actual role of each?

~!hat

.Through the department's Advisory Council (from the profession) which includes
student memhers, the faculty attempts to relate to students and the profession .
• Staff members hold membership on such committees as Stud9nt Union, Publications
Board, Cel1tcnnial College, Teaching Council, College Curriculum Committee,
Commencement & Sci10larship Committee, and on Nebraska Vocational Agriculture
Association Corrunittees.
.The joint Ag. Ed. Staffs (UNL and State Department
of Education) hold monthly planning meetings.

.-

/.;

3.

Hovi are students involved, and assisted by faculty, in decisions regarding
their own programs in relatiorr to desired outcomes?

In addition to ser~ing on. the Department's Advisory Council, the Departmental
Club, (ATA) and conscientious advising are agencies directed at, "assisting
students with their decisions.

RESEARCH AND WRITING

Attached are the project descriptions for the two research
projects' currently in progress.
The five year project on which Dr. Dillon is working, titled
"Comparison of Alternative Programs for Planning and Managing
Occupational Education in Agriculture", is in the third year
of operation.
Dr. Horner's project, "Approaches to Occupations Education
and Teacher Preparation for Rural Development", is in the
fifth and final year.

The following items are enclosed:
1.

Dr.
a.
b.
c.

Horner's:
5-year proposal
annual accomplishment report
planned objectives for 1977

2.

Dr. Dillon's:
a.
5-year proposal
annual accomplishment report
b.
c.
planned objectives for 1977

3.

Publications for the past two years for departmental
staff

NEBRASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERH1EUT STATION
PROJf.CT NO. 24-14 t

Title:

Comparison of Alternative Pro~rams for Planning and Managinf.
Occupational Education In Agriculture.

Location:
Personnel:

On the Campus
In Junior High and High Schools in Nebraska
Roy D. Dillon (Leader),

Agricultura~ Educ~tion

------------- ,

Graduate Assistant

"Financial Support :

Term of Proj"e"ct :

State, Hatch, and Grant Funds
University Department of Agricultural
Education

•

Five years) to be terminated, reneHed, or
revised on or before February 1, 1979.

~roblem:'

This research one of the research areas comprising the
major rese~rch objective of the AgriCUltural Education Department,
all planned to study procedures for developing more effective agricultural occupational education programs for youth within rural
and urban areas:
The passage of the 1968 and 1973 Vocational Education Amendments
caused a change in the ,emphasis in vocational education in agriculture.
As a result, agricultural teachers at the secondary
and post-sesondary levels were faced with 'the responsibility to
redesign their local vocational education programs in agriculture
to more 'effectively prepare Y04ng people to enter and advance in
production farming and in th0 g e occupations off the farm requiring
the use of agricultural knOWledge and skills.
Nebraska rese~rch shows 133,219 persons presently employBd in agrlcultural jobs, or 18 per cent of the total state labor force.
These
data and state and regional studies conoerning competencies needed
in agricultural occupations, provide the foundation for the research
area described.
The rural secondary school has a responsibility for preparing youth
for their next pursuit:
(1) a job, (2) technical school, or (3)
4-year college.
Migration aHay from the local community also must
be considered. 'Rural students can, because of their agricultural
background, capitalize on that farm experience and prepare for offfarm agricultural jobs that maY,show employment promise.

•

,

Urban youth also should be'made aHare of the larr,c number~ of
agricultural jobs in and around the lar~e population centers.
Mahy urban youth do have interests-in a~ricultural science or
growing pl~nts and animals. These youth can be prepared while
in high schoo.l for entry into agricultural occupat ions.
A
systematic program for vocational education in agriculture may
be planned which would include supervised a~ricultural work experience in school simulation laboratories or in nearby agricultural businesses.
. .
School administrators, school board members, and educational
planners should be made aware of the specific occupational needs
for agricUltural jobs within their school service area and for
a larger g~ographical area within Nebraska. These persons
should also be made aware of the interests of students as they
explore and identify possible vocational interes~s while in
. junior high school and high school.
State educational policy indicates that Nebraska's secondary
schools have a definite responsibility to provide ·the 80 per
cent
of her youth who will not complete college, with marketable skills. This can be done if interested researchers,
-teacher educators, teachers, and administrators are willing to
identify students who can benefit from vocational education,
and follow-up by testing new program ideas.
0

The specific objectives and procedure for the
are:

propose~

research

1.

To estimate specific;employment needs in the agricultural
occupational areas of. (a ) Agricultural Mec'hanics, and (b)
Agricultural. Supplies and Service. The procedure will be to
contact random samples of agricultural businesses in identified geographic areas where previous research has indicated
employment opportunities exist. The sampling procedure
should enable the researcher, by interview technique, to
identify specific job titles within the respective types of
agricultural businesses, and to verify worker competencies
used.

2.

To compare applied agricultural science interests of urban
and rural youth in Nebraska. The procedure will be to analyze
data gathered by the National Agriculture Interest Inventory
from a ten per cent ~andom sample of students in rural and
urban 5th, 8th, and 11th grade classes. Data were'gathered
on the variables:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
h)

O~cupation of father

".
Sex
Na-tionali ty
Rank in scihool _class
Social adjustment rank in school class
Economic level of family
Academic achievement of student
Student's experiences with animals, plants, and basic
mechanics.

Statistical comparisons will be made to determine whether
mean differences exist between the interests of groups and
sub-groups of rural and urban st~dents, on the variables
listed above.
3.

To ascertain the vocational interests of those junior high,
secondary school, and adult groups who are classified as_
ethnically, socially, academically, or culturally disadva~taged,
and vJllo may be made more emr-loyable \·Jith agricultural vocational
education at the secondary level. Steps will be to determine
a- procedure for studying school records, student tests, and
other available data, to identify persons who may be in one or
more of "the above four disadvantaged categories.
Previous
research in educational psychology, guidance and counseling,
and-from other vocational education areas will be reviewed for
definitions and criteria. Recommendations from the study may
include.suggestions for educational programs for identified
groups.

4.

To compare two models for planning and utilizing teacher time
by agricultu~e teachers in Nebraska. The procedure will be to
comparoe the results of an annual accounting of use of teacher
time in identified categories for two randomly selected groups
of agriculture teachers. One group would receive systematic
instruction in time management; the second group, would receive
no instruction.
.

5.

To determine the relative effectiveness of citizen's consulting
committees in planning local programs of agriculiural education.
The procedure will be to assess attitudes of decision makers,
and to describe programs in agricultural education which evolved
from random samples of schools with and without citizens
consulting committees.

6.

To define a procedure to identify specific age groups who need
vocational education in agriculture.
Stratified random samples
will be taken of agricultural workers at selected age levels
within identified agricultural occupation groups.
Data can be
obtained on need for retraining and upgrading by people in these
occupations.
Community studies Mill uncover needs for a Vocational agriculture education by age group.

7.

To study the relative effecti~eness of selected new pilot programs
of vocational education at the junior high and hir,h school levels.
The procedu~e will be to select schools in rural and urban areas
where new or redesigned vocational education programs in" agriculture have been implemented,and compare the achievement of
students on:
a) Participation in a junior high exploratory course in
agriculture using a pre-test and post-test technique.
b) Achievement of students using a national agri-achievement test.
c) Job placement and follow-up of graduates.
d) Job satisfaction of graduates using a reliable scale.
e) Job progress or advancement rate of·graduates.
for example, a new class in vocational horticulture may be
implemented in a school~ and the mean difference in achievement
of students measured using a ~re-test and post-test.
Comparisons
may also be made between mean difference inacheivement of students
in a pilot program and in control schools selected randomly.
The
study will also compare rardom samples of students from high schools
in rural communities which have vocational prog~ams in agriculture
with those which do not have local programs of agriculture, using
most of the factors as above.
.

C06peration:
Essential to the completion of the sub-problems
identified will be the assistance of elementary and secondary
school teachers and students in Nebraska.
In addition, the
Sta.te Department of Education will be involved in the p1anning
and evaluation of specific projects.
APPROVED:

Department Chairman

Date

Director
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station

Date

Dlrector
Cooperative Siate Research Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture

Date

•

The fol11wing progress report was submitted to the Experiment Station
Director by Roy Dillon summarizing the progress made on his research
project during 1976

1.

2.
3.

4.

5."

6.
7.

Data collected from study of employment opportunities and competency needs
in agriculture processing firms in Lancaster County. New pilot. instructional
materials being prepared for field testing in this area, including the
broader area of animal supplies and services occupations.
Data being analyzed on identification and comparison of applied biological
science interests and experiences of students in 5th, 8th, and 11th grades
in N·3braska.
Findings for study of time utilization by 40 vocational agriculture teachers:
a) mean hours worked per year was 2652; b) teaching day classes, advising
FFA, and supervising projects took 50 percent of the teacher's time.
Findings from the pilot exploratory program at a Lincoln High School; 96 of
100 students showed a gain in knowledge on a pre-test an~ post-test in agribusiness, horticulture, and small animal classes. Significant differences
were found in favor of boys, and in favor of younger students.
Findings for the study evaluating three methods of teaching Horticulture
to high school students; a) 206 students were divided into four groups:
(1) small group, (2) large group discussion, (3) individual and (4) combination. Greatest pre-test--post-test difference occurred when the
combination of the 3 methods were used.
Data being studied from study evaluating factors influencing vocational
agriculture teachers to leave teaching.
Initiated Project "Nebraska Curriculum Modification Project", and am serving
as project evaluator.

EXPERIMENT STATION PROJECT NO. 24-14.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
:NSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
• UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN
ROY D. DILLON, LEADER
GOALS FOR 1977
OBJECTIVE I:
1.
2.

i

To estimate specific employment needs in the agricultural
occupational areas, and verify worker competencies used.

Employment opportunities in agricultural processing businesses,
manuscript preparation.
Schools selected and preliminary data collection underway for
project to field test new animal supplies and services instructional materials. Professors Ernest Peo and Foster Owen,
Animal Science Department are serving as reviewers and consultants.

OBJECTIVE II:

To compare applied agricultural science interests of
urban and rural youth in Nebraska.!?·
\\~<>

i

~BJECTIVE

1.

/

II I:

To ascertain the vocational interests of those junior ./
high, secondary school, ahd adult groups who are classified as disadvantaged.

"

To compare t\vO models for planning and utilizing teacher l,,<
time by agri.culture teachers in Nebraska.
1,1~ . ,",\\~
'\

..,' .,'

./

Coliection of data on Phase II of the project will begin July,
1977.

OBJECTIVE VII:

To study the relative effectiveness of selected new pilot
programs of vocational agriculture at the junior high
and high school levels.

1.

Curriculum modification project (year 1):
a.
Prepare a plan for evaluating the pre-service education,
the inservice education, and implementation by teachers.
b.
Obtain subjective evaluations from vocational agriculture
teachers, teacher educators, and state consultants.

2.

Curriculum modification project (year 2):
a.
Develop an overall plan for evaluating project objectives.
b.
Begin development of a comprehensive plan, with staff who
are interested, for research and longitudinal evaluation.
Conduct Teaching Council Mini-Grant Project, to evaluate
three methods of incorporati~g the new Nebraska Curriculum.
Guide into the senior program planning course.
~.

~4.

5.

~.J"/

\10>

Data to be further studied on identification and comparison nf
applied agricultural science interests of students in 5th, 8th
and 11th grades in Nebraska.

OBJECTIVE IV:
1.

If."":

Manuscript to be prepared on study to compare three methods of
teaching Horticulture to secondary school students.
Manuscript to be prepared on pilot testing of the effectiveness
of an expl..,,1:-Ratory program in agribusiness in Lincoln High School.
Or"

.., . .
"

NEBRASKA

Title:

AG?ICULTU}U~L

EXPERI11ENT STATION
Project No. 24-15

APPROACHES TO OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION AND TEACHER PREPARATION
FOR RUIZAL DEVEL8P11ENT.

On~Campus and in appr6priate communities/schools in Nebraskc
Dr. Richard L. Douglass
Personnel:
Project Leader
Dr. James T. Horner
Co-Leader
Graduate Ass~stants
Locu.tion:

Financial Support:

Term of Project:

State, Hatch and Grant Funds
Five years, to be terminated, renewed, or revised
on or before June 30, 1977.

Proble~:

This i s a comprehensive research program for maximizing rural
communi ty re source deve lopment in Nebrask2. via agricultural
?ccu})ational education.
The thrust is tQl...Jard improving cQmmuni ty educational services and rural development processes to assist rural
leudcrs to make decisions which promote the economic health of the
comrnw1i ty.
Nebraska research shows more then 120,000 persons presently employed ln
agricultuY'al jobs, 17 to 18 per cent of· the total state labor force.
Public education has a responsibility for preparing youth for their
next pursuit be it a job, technical scheol, or 4-year college.
Migration from the community Dust be considered.
However, the occupational
education, economic and leadership development of those remaining in
the cOjlli~unity, their educators and educational methods and approaches,
provide the major thrust for this research.
.
Research efforts on multi mediated instruction to date have focused on
the knowledge level of learning subject matter.
Few have dealt with
.ef£ecti veness of instruction at· the higher cognitive level.
Neither
have they.considered the guidance effect of mediated career information.
Nor has much effort been made to measure the effects of adult education.
However, research in one state points to a $1 to 4 and a $1 to 9 costbenefit ratio to the farr;,er and cOllununi ty respectively from capital
investment in adult 'farm business management education.
The research effort plann~d here is to evaluate the effectiveness of
multi mediated instruction, at both secondary and post secondary levels
in terms of knowledge and performance. It deals with the modification
of aspirations, knowledge and attitud~s toward the world of work.
It
evaluates. innovations in teacher education.
Furthe~, i t attempts an
analysis of Adult Farmer Hanagement Education in terms of cost and·
benefits to both the ·individual ~~d the community.

pbjectivcs: , The objectives of this research are as follo\o1:

I.

TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF INSTRUCTION. AND Cr'\REER IlJFORi1ATIOH IN AGRICULTURE.'

A.

B.

To evaluate ~ffect of Mediated Agricultural Career Information on curriculum.

c.

To evaluate effectiveness of' Programmed vs. Traditional
Instr·uction.

D.

II.

of

To evaluate effectiveness
Mediated Career Inf~rmation
'(MCI) for modifying aspirations, knowledge and attitudes
toward the world of work.

To evaluate effectiveness of Piogrammed Individually
. Prescribed Instruction in agricultural teacher education.

TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INNOVATIVE APPROACHES IN
TEACHER EDUCATION.
.
.

·A.

To evaluate effectiveness of an individually paced, multi
mediated, behavioral performance based approach to professional teacher. education, in agriculture.

B.

To modify vo-ag teacher behavior toward individualized
instruction and integrated practice.

c~

·To modify selected aspects of the v6-ag curriculum Vla
in-service education.

'.

III.

TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS or 'DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION TOltlARD RURAL COHHUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPi-1ENT.

A.

To evaluate a~ adult education program in Agricultural.
Business Man~gement.

B.

To evaluate the impact of agritultural education on the
technological adoption contributing to the economic health
of the community.

'. '. C.

To evaluate innovative appI'oaches for rural community
leadership development - youth participation.

...

~

TI:e following progress report was submitted to the Experiment Station
Dlrector by James Horner summarizing the progress made on his research
project during 1976

Objective lA-Data tabulation completed on Mediated Career Information, indicated
effective. Article submitted and two drafted. IB-Data tabulation completed on
Agricultural Career Information. IC-Data tabulation completed on effectiveness
of Programmed Instruction. ID-Material Development halted, no funds. IIA-Two
articles have been published describing posi tiveaccomplishments with performance
based teacher education and immediate computer feed-back. IIB-Follow-up data on
instructor behavior modification were collected and tabulated as per design. IICCurriculum modification efforts continued. and post-assessment data were collected,
spring 1976. Articles and a departmental report are planned. IlIA-Data. though
sketchy. were collected and analyzed. II IB- The innovation of an agricultural
computer network into Cooperative Extension Programs remains under study. IIIDLack of funding precludes our exploration of approaches to Leadership Development.
Major findings: (a) slide-tape Career/Guidance programs are acceptable to youth
of various ages, especially junior high and secondary levels and cuI turally
deprived. They effectively modify aspirations. attitudes and understanding of
the world of work.· "How to" articles were prepared on developing and on Team
Teaching Mediated Career Information. (b) articles outline in-service teacher
education principles emerging (e.g. cooperation and committment of administration
and of professional and technical staffs of the University and State Department
of Education; Program Community; Individualized Instruction based on personal
·needs for immediate integration; variety and flexibility -- (both approaches and
content).
.
Enhancement of accountability, faculty efficiency and improvement of vocational
student teaching are possible by.combining Flanderrs Interactions Analysis and
Computer. (c) Lack of teacher .tenure and state level support contributed to
lack of growth and demise (insufficient numbers for analysis) of the Adult Farm
Business Management Education Program.
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Message:

Goals established for 24-15 for 1977 in brief are:
Development of five manuscripts and continued data tabulation and analysis.
Obj.

IE - Cont. data tabulations and draft 1 manuscript
IC - Cont. data tabulations and draft 1 manuscript
IrA
Draft 1 manuscript
IIB - Data Analysis
IIC - Data Analysis and draft 1 manuscript (and/or Dept. Report) IIIA - Draft 1 manuscript

In addition, Project revision is due this year.

Please use Standard Forms where ever possible.
Available in following sizes,
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x
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colors at
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PUBLICATIONS THE LAST TWO YEARS
•
(as listed on the Annual Report of Staff Activities)

Gilbertson, Osmund S.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gilbertson, O.S., "Skills Week", Agricultural Education Magazine, Volume
48, No. 11, 1976.
Gilbertson, O.S., "Wither We Go!", Golden Slate, California Agriculture
Teachers Association, July 1976.
Gilbertson, O.S., "Conference Highlights", Golden Slate, California
Agriculture Teachers Association, May 1976.
Gilbertson, O. S., "Leader in Agricultural Education - Herbert H. Burlingham",
Agricultural Education Magazine, Volume 48, No.1, July, 1975.
Gilbertson, O.S., "Monday's Keynote", Golden Slate, California Agricultural
Teachers Association, May 1975.
Gilbertson, O.S. (plus others), "FFA Advisor's Handbook", National FFA
Center (writing team member - @ 30% and special editor) Alexandria, Virginia,
1974-1975.
News &Views, monthly publication of the Agricultural Education Department,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Editor for 4 issues.

Blezek, Allen G.
1.

2.
3.
4.

"Shall I Teach In A Large or Small School System?", Agricultural Education
Magazine, April 1976.
"How Serious Are Teacher Educators About Career Education?" The Journal of
the American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture, Vol. XVII,
No.1, March, 1976.
"Igniting Career Education Through The Vocational Exploration Group,"
Cornhusker News and Views, December, 1975.
"The Career Education Handbook for Secondary Schools," Nebraska State
Department of Education, 1975.

Dillon, Roy D.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Dillon, Roy D., "An Analysis of Selected Factors Influencing Use of Time
By Forty Vocational Agriculture Instructors in Nebraska," accepted for
publication in The Journal of the American Association of Teacher Educators
in Agriculture. Experiment Station Journal Series No. 5189.
Dillon, Roy D., "Teaching and Leadership Influence Use of Teacher Time,"
accepted for publication in The Agricultural Education Magazine, Vol. 49,
No.7, January 1977. Experiment Station Journal Series No. 5196.
Dillon, Roy D., "Teacher Time - Factors Related To Its Use", The
Agricultural Education Magazine, Vol. 49, No.5, November, 1976, pp. 110111. Experiment Station Journal Series No. 5197.
Dillon, Roy D., "Lets Take Advantage of Our Advantage", The Agricultural
Education Magazine, Vol. 49, No.1, July 1976, p. 3.
Dillon, Roy D., "Identification of Factors Influencing Vocational
Agriculture Teachers to Leave Teaching from 1970 through 1974, " paper
presented before the NVAA Section, Annual Meeting of the Nebraska Vocational
Association, Kearney, Nebraska, August, 1975.

Horner, James T.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Douglass, R.L., Horner, J.T., Hoover, T.L., "Combining the Computer and
Flander's Illteraction Analysis to Prepare Better Teachers," Industrial
Teacher Education Journal, Fall, 1976.
Horner,J.T., and Douglass, R.L., "Individualize In-Service Education",
Agricultural Education, May, 1976.
Horner, J.T. and Douglass, R.L., "Develop Your Own Mediated Career Information-Using Students" Audio Visual Instruction, April 1976.
Horner, J.T. and Douglass, R.L., "Vocational Teachers Team Up to Provide
Career Exploration", Agricultural Education, March 1976.
Horner, J.T., Zikmund, D.G. and Douglass, R.L., "Cooperative Occupational
Education in Small Schools," Agricultural Education, November, 1975.
Horner, James T., "The Agricultural Educator," Sickle and Sheaf, Alpha
Gamma Rho Quarterly, Summer, 1975.
Horner, James T., "Testimony presented to the U.S. House of Representative
Sub-Committee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education," Washington,
D.C., May 6, 1975 (13 pp.)

Florell, Robert J.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"The Cooperative Extension Heritage", Vitzthum, Edward, Florell, Robert J.,
Journal of Extension, Bicentennial Issue, December, 1976.
"A Comparative Analysis of Four Individualized Instructional Delivery
Systems with Adult Learners", Holzbauer, Ida, Florell, Robert J., July, 1976,
Research in Education, The ERIC Clearninghouse on Information Resources.
"A Comparison of Four Methods of Individualized Instruction on Pesticide Use,"
Holzbauer, Ida, Florell, Robert J., Final Report to United States Environmental
Protection Agency, Contract No. 68-01-2910, December, 1975.
"A Follow-up Study of Former Paraprofessional Aides in Nebraska's Expanded
Food and Nutrition Education Program," Kohn, Harriet, Ahlman, Connie,
Florell, Robert J., Extension Studies and Training Report, November, 1975.
"An Analysis of the Urban 4-H Expansion Effort in Sixteen Selected Nebraska
Counties," Florell, Robert J., Krohn, Glen H., Research Report, 4-H Youth
Development Department, 1975
"Radio-TV Listening, Viewing Habirs of Nebraska Farmers and Ranchers,"
Randall, James K., Florell~ Robert J., Gross, John, a report of the Department
of Agricultural Communications, 1975.

,

Department of Agricultural Education
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
CURRENT EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Dr. Robert Florell works virtually full time (93%) in Cooperative
Extension, is administered there and holds a 7% appointment in Adult
and Continuing Education, and a courtesy appointment with the Agricultural Education Department.
Dr. James Horner has held a 10% appointment with Cooperative Extension since 1975. He works on a special project in the area of Programmed
Preparation of Extension Personnel, for which Dr. Florell is Project
Director. His primary responsibility is:
1.

To assist in the development of evaluation instruments, and

2.

To assist ln the implementation of evaluation.

Additionally, Dr. Horner
1.

Assists ln identifying the most appropriate modules,

2•

Assists in the development of modules, and

3.

Assists in some writing.

Dr. O. S. Gilbertson currently holds a 15% appointment with Extension.
His involvement to date has only been in serving as a liaison between
Agricultural Education and Extension plus serving as a member of the USDA
Rural Development Committee.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
In-service Education
One staff member, Roger Gerdes, has the specific responsibility
for coordinating a program of in-service education.
Following is a copy of the in-service report as presented at
the 1976 summer conference. Some workshops were conducted at
NSEA Conventions last fall (1976) and mini-workshops will again
be a part of this summer's NVAA Convention. There will be no
NVA Conference this summer.
The m~jor emphasis this summer will be on eleven programmed
workshops, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Manual for the Supervised Experience Record Book
Supervising Teacher's Workshop
Livestock Tour
Artificial Insemination
Two, in Rural Electricity
Two, in Small Engines
Two, in Tractor Maintenance
Care and Use of Hand and Power Tools

Additionally the department coordinates the distribution and
use of materials for a I)Plow Unit, 2) Sprayer Unit, 3) Corn
Planter Unit, and 4) Electrical Controls Kit.
Wayne Oberg
has been coordinating this activity.
Curriculum Modification Project
The Agricultural Education Department is just starting on the
year of a curriculum modification project designed to develop
a four year Core Curriculum in Agricultural Education.
Attached
you will find abstracts of the two year's project proposals
which are self-explanatory. Allen Blezek serves as Project
Director.

·

IN-S~RVICEAND

SUMMER SESSION 1976

During the HSEA Convention) agricultural workshops were conducted.
Topics presented were:
District
District
District
District

I & II-Agricultural Chemicals
III & IV-Eutectic Welding
V & VI-Agri. Educ. at Colorado State
VII & VIII-No. Ag Contests

A survey was conducted by post-secondary personnel on the interest of future workshops to be conducted for secondary instructors.
Subject area interests were:
Agricultural Chemicals
Surveying
Preventative Animal Health
Greenhouse Operations
Land Appraisal
Hydraulics and Hydraulic Systems
Two workshops were presented during the first session at s~mmer
school) 1976. These were held at Curtis, Nebraska. Subject
areas were Farm Management and Horticulture. Eleven teachers
attended.
Workshops were presented at the NVAA Conference at"Columbus,
Nebraska. Topics presented:
Agricultural Chemicals
Plant Mounting Procedure
Personal Income Tax Procedure
Surveying
Preventative Animal Health
Hydraulics
Electricity "
Petroleum Products
Plant Zoo
Workshops to be presented at the NVA Conference in Kearney are:
Record Keeping
Application Forms
Agrib~siness Curriculum
Pesticides
Coop Education
Crop Seed Selection, Identification and Grading
Vo-Ag Contest--Farm Management

· FIELD COURSES
There were 21 first year teachers enrolled in Agricultural
Education 804f, "Problems of the First Year Teacher.' 1 These
men met together about once each six weeks during the year in
small groups around the state. All first year teachers enrolled
this year, as the course provides an opportunity for the first
year teacher to receive assistance with his problems. This
course (3 hours graduate credit) is being offered again in 1976-77.
Registration took place at the NVAA Conference in Columbus.
Agricultural Education 905: This class, usirig a problems approach
to aid teachers in planning more effective programs, has small
group, workshop, and development of instructional materials as
teacher objectives. The course will be offere9 again beginning
second semester, January, 1977.

Tij~

NEBRASKA VOCATIO:~AL AGRICULTURE cUrmrCULlR,1 PI~OJECT

Allen G. Dlczek, Director
Year r
:lay 1, 1976 - April 30, 1977
ABSTRACT
Title of the Project:

Development of Curriculum i',fodification for Vocational Agriculture
in Nebraska

Total Federal funds Received:

$36,000 (first 12 months)

Purposes of Objectives: The purpose of this Curriculum ;',lodification Project is to impTJve
instructional programs in Vocational Agriculture in ?~cbraska. It involves a joint effort
of the Ap,ricultural Education Staffs i:i the State Department of Educ8.tioll and Uni versi ty
of Nebraska as \vell as teachers across the state. The specific objectives arc:
1. To involve 24 selected agriculture teachers in an evaluation of the existing
Oklahona Vocational Agriculture core curriculun, and curricula from other states
follolving the consortiwll format.
2. To prepare a Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Curriculum; through modification
of existing materials and \vri ting of nelv units.
3. To reproduce cOilies of the revised and 11(:\"1 L,aterials for all participants.
4. To establish a plan for progress evaluation, pre-service materials, and for
evaluating the extent of 'use by teachers.
Procedures: These procedures will be followed:
1. A full-time Project Director-curricul~~ specialist will be engaged to coordinate
and conduct curriculum planning activities.
2. Current curricula for Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and other states will be proc;Jrec.
and rcvievJcd.
3. Twenty-four vocational agriculture instructors from across the state \ViII be asked
to serve as special consultants.
4. Modifications will be made and units developed or deleted as appropriate for
Nebraska, following the consortium format.
5. Reproduction of sufficient copies of the Modified Curriculum will be made for the
participating teachers.
6. Plans for effective utilization and follow-up evaluation will be developed.

~~y

Year II
1, 1977 - April 30, 1978
ABSTRACT

Title of the Project:

Implementation of the Nebraska Core Curriculum for Vocational
Agriculture

Total Federal Funds Received:
Purposes of Obj ecti ves:

Procedure:

$3?,S62.00

TIle purpose of the Core Curriculum Installation Pr')j ect is to
provide for the improvement of Nebraska Vocational Agriculture
instructional programs. This project will involve a cooperative
effort between the Vocational Agriculture Section-State Department
of Education, Agricultural Education Department-U~L, State Vocational Curriculum Center-Kearney, and all Nebraska Vocational
Agriculture instructors. TIle' specific objectives of this project
are' to:
1. Duplicate and distribute copies of the Nebraska Vocational
Agriculture Core Curriculwn to all Nebraska Vocational Agriculture
Departments.
2. Develop and implement strategies for incorporating the ;Jebraska
Core Curriculum into the pre-service professional teacher preparation' program which includes methods of teaching and program planning.
3. Develop and implement in-service programs for aH Nebraska Vocational Agriculture instructors.
4. Design a system for printing and distributing student materials
which will be self-perpetuating.
S. Develop a system for evaluating the effectiveness of the Nebraska
Vocational Agriculture Core Curriculum.

The follOlvingprocedures will be utilized:
1. Distribution of the Teachers Edition of the Nebraska Core Curriculum to all
Vocational Agriculture Departments.
2. The identification of five geographic areas of the state.
3. Regularly scheduled in-service sessions (with possible graduate credit)
in each of the model districts.
4. To evaluate the. course content. of undergraduate teacher preparation, with
necessary steps taken for incorporating the II core approach" into the respective
courses.
5. Coordination of materials distribution efforts with the Nebraska State Vocational Curriculum Center for purposes of making the materials distribution
perpetual.
6. A research system designed to effectively evaluate the core curriculum.

,

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The following items are enclosed:
1.

The basics

2.

The Instructional Program

3.

a.

Four Year Program Plan to be coordinated thru the
College of Agriculture (Does not include Research
nor Extension)

b.

Curricular grouping of Agricultural Education
courses

c.

Proposed Cycle of Offering Agricultural Education
courses

The Research Program
a.

Problem Areas in Agricultural Education

b.

Researchable ideas - Curriculum modification
project

c.

Summer 1977 EPDA Project Proposal

d.

1977-78 EPDA Project Proposal

e.

Summary of Discussion - Proposed Cooperative Project
Relating to Multi-District Concept and Vocational
Programs in Secondary Schools

4.

The Extension Program

5.

Continuing/In-service Education

Overview:
Priorities for program improvement have been established by the
faculty of the department, with varying degrees of involvement. Unfortunately, not as much time and emphasis has been placed on projections in Research and Extension as in Instruction.
Budg~t

Re"quests:

The materials later in this section will substantiate the need
for additional staff, both for purposes of replacement but also for
reducing the teaching overload. The 1976 Annual Staff Activities
report resulted in a calculated teaching load of 6.05 FTE at a level
of 9 weighted teaching units per FTE. This is in contrast to the
assigned 1.89 FTE for instruction.
The in-service coordinator has been on an academic year appointment.
This was changed, when Roger Gerdes was hired in January of
1977. A support budget must be developed, however, to conduct inservice activities. Additionally, "release time" should be included
for the specific purpose of providing University services to school
administrators and vocational agriculture teachers.
Replacement Position:
Professor Wendorff is retiring after the current semester. Where
as his 50% assignment has been in the teaching of our "Methods of
Instruction," the position has been unclassified. His replacement
will have the specific responsibility of developing "Instructional
Programs in Agricultural Mechanics" and providing in-service workshops
for agriculture teachers. This necessitates the hiring of an instructor to handle the "Methods of Instruction" class brought about
by Wendorff's retirement.
Longer Range Planning Documents:
The areas of instruction, research and extension are addressed
separately later in this section.
Reduction in teaching overloads,
and strengthening of "field operations" are the two major themes
within this section.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

..

A four-year program plan was developed in the fall of 1976
which dealt with the instructional program in Agricultural Education.
The plan addressed the following areas.
A.

Undergraduate Program of Instruction
1. Agricultural Mechanics
2.
Core Curriculum
3.
Facility Needs
4.
New Ag. Education Classes

B.

Cooperating Teachers

C.

Recruitment

D.

Follow-up Programs

E.

Special Needs

F.

In-Service Education
1.
First Year Teachers
2.
Core Curriculum
3. Workshops
4. Extension Course Offerings

G.

Graduate Program

Subsequently the departmental curriculum was reviewed for purposes of identifying instructional program areas and developing a
sequence for offering these courses.The respective courses' contents have not been reviewed, to
date, nor have they been assessed concerning the credit hours each·
should carry. Hopefully, ·an Agricultural Education/Agricultural
Mechanics instructor <reclassification of Wendorff's position upon
his retirement), and a Methods and Media instructor will both be
added-_ to the staff. These two instructors will play an important
part as we review our curriculum, departmentally.
Following is the Four Year Instructional Program Plan plus the
curricular grouping and sequencing as developed by the staff.

SUMMARY OF INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES (SPECIFIC ACTIONS) PLAN FOR

'.

NEXT FOUR YEARS

1977-1978

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

An Instructional Program in Agricultural Mechanics Course.
Incorporation of the Core Curriculum into the Methods and
Program Planning Course.
A shop facility for the Mechanics Methods Course.
A Pre-Student Teaching Field Experience Course.
Conduction of a Supervising Teacher's Workshop.
An expanded recruitment program.
Evaluation of Teacher Preparation Program and staff by the
Advisory Council.
Develop an administrator evaluation of beginning teachers.
Inclusion of "special needs" instruction.
Strengthened beginning teacher visitation program.
Strengthened In-Service program and expanded offerings.
Development of long range plan for sequencing of Ag. Ed.
Courses.
Surveying of degree. needs of Vo-Ag teachers.
1978-1979

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Specialized skills classes incorporated into teacher preparation programs.
Two additional micro teaching labs.
Development of a Rural Youth Organizations class.
Visitation program to cooperating schools.
Expanded recruitment programs.
Study of placement pr0blems.
Expanded visitation of first year teachers.
Core Curriculum Workshops.
Expanded In-Service offerings.
Provide for Technical Agriculture graduate courses.
1979-1980

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop Core Curriculum in specialized areas of instruction.
A second classroom.
A model Vo-Ag Agriculture Mechanics shop.
A follow-up Supervising Teacher's Workshop.
Development of Agricultural Extension Courses.
1980-1981

1.
2.

Replacement of aUdio-tutoria~ console and carrels.
Development of technical agriculture graduate minor.

I

SU~,~RY

Staffing:

SHEET FOR NEEDED STAFF, FACILITIES AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT

1977'-78
Ag. Hcchanics'Mcthods Inst
Ag. Ed. l'lethods Specialist
(Undergraduate &Graduate)
One additional staff membe
Expand In-Service support
from 9 mbnth to 12 month
position.
Increased Grad:~Assistants

•

1978-79
1979-80
.Staffing forllRural Youth
Organizations ll & Extension
Course Offerings.
- years 1977-78, 1978-79 &1 1979-80 to get allocated
Skills Instructors
(Institute staff)
r·lore Grad. Assistants

F~E

faboiatorie~ ~'Iodel

Ag. Mechanics Laboratory
space for Shop Methods
Course.

Micro-teaching

High School Ag.
t.1echanics Laboratory for
Vo-:-Agriculture.
Second classroom

Budget Support

Ag. Hechanics Operating
Budget:
Travel Augmentation for:
-Field Relations
-Pro-student teacher fiel
experience supervisor
-In-Service program
AV Equipment Maintenance
Increase Operating'
(supplies) Budget for InService \vork.

Continuation of the expan4ed budget requests -------Capital outlay for shop
and equipment.

. .~ ~

1980-81

Faci Ii ties arrd
Equipment.

Cooperating Teacher
Workshop support budget.

wo.• a .......

I

to corrospond to
Calculated teaching load
(9 hr/FTE)

Audio-tutorial equipment:
Replacement

UNDERGRAI
E PROGRAM
OF INSTRUCTION

EAR PLAN

Agriculture Mechanics

Objective:
By June 30, 1981, fifty qualified vocational agriculture teachers will become credentialed and be
available for placement in teacfiIOg. Others will become agriculture extension \~orkers. or enter the field of
agriculture or agribusiness.
1977"-78
Specific actt Develop and implement an
ion required Ag. Ed. course in "instructional programs in
Agriculture Mechanics."

1970-79
Special skills classes in
Ag. Mechanics to be incorporated into the teachel
preparation program.

1979-80

1980-81

Number of special skills
Evaluation g Is the course being
classes/workshops prooffered
by
June
30.
1978?
modification
vided based upon identifie
of progress
needs of participants.

Quality indi
cators:
-student out
comes

Teacher candidates are
more proficient in
teaching Ag. Mechanics

Students will possess a
higher degree of skills
and abilities in Ag.
Mechanics

-faculty

A staff member assigned
the task for developing
and teaching the course.

A staff member assigned
the task for developing
and teaching the course.

- facilities

Adequate Ag. Ed. shop
facilities and equipment
must be provided.
Strengthened Ag. Mechanics program which leads
to stronger programs in
secondary schools.
Will involve staff time,
facilities and equipment,
and operating budget.

Adequate Ag. Ed. shop
facilities and equipment
must be provided.
Strengthened Ag. Mechanics program which leads
to stronger programs in
secondary schools.
Will involve staff time
facilities and equipment,
and operating budget.

-curriculum
& programs
-financial
Bupport
'1

I

Model high school Voc.
Ag. Mechanics shop will be
available for teacher preparation classes.

Canital outlay required
to build new or modify
existing facility.
1

,

Consider class size, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, Uta grad school, added
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

.

UNDERGRADUATh I)ROGRAM; page 2
or INSTRUCTION
Objective:

By June 30, 19__,

1977~78

Specific act
ion required

1978-79

Incorporate the Nebraska
Core Curriculum into the
teaching methods and
program planning courses.

Evaluation & Evaluate student teachers
modification ability to incorporate
and effectively teach the
of progress
Neb. Core Curriculum.

Quality indi
cators:
-student out
comes

Core Lurticulum

Surveying 804f (first yr.
teachers course) enrollees
to determine degree of
implementation.

1979-80
Incorporating specialized
Curriculum in areas such
as: Ag. Supplies and Services, Horticulture, and
Ag. Mechanics

1980-81

Continued evaluation of
804f class members, Ag. Ed
Advisory Council and other
teachers.

The student is going to
The student is going to
The student is going to
The student is going to
be more adept at develop- be more adept at developbe more adept at develop- be more adept at develop- ing a curriculum for the
ing a curriculum for the
ing a curriculum for the ing a curriculum for the
local secondary school.
local secondary school.
local secondary school.
local secondary school.
Staff members will be
-faculty
knowledgable concerning
the Core Curriculum implementation process and
a methods specialist will
need to be added.
Presently adequate.
-facilities
Continued Curriculum upContinued Curriculum upContinued Curriculum upA more uniform approach
date and modification.
-curriculum
date and modification.
towards Neb. IIigh School date and modification.
&programs
Voc. Ag. CurriCUlum
development.
Initial development to bfj
-financial
supported by special
support
project monies
Consider class size, classroom reqUirements, curriculum changes, job placement, #to grad school, added.
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

UNDERGRADUA'I
OGRAM; page 3
OF INSTRUCII0N
Objective:

FacL __ 1 Needs

By June 30, 19__,

1977"-78
1978-79
Specific act Provide adequate Ad. Ed. Two micro-teaching labs
ion requ~red shop facility &equipment provided for Methods Class
for "Instructional Programs in Ag. Mechanics. 1I

1979-80
Provide second classroom
to accomodate Ag. Ed.
classes. Provide model
H.S. Vo.Ag. Ag. Mechanics
shop for teacher preparation classes.

Replace Audio-Tutorial
Console &individual
study carre.1s

Evaluation & I Is facility provided
mOdification
of progress

Are facilities provided.

Is replacement equipment.
provided
.

N.A.

N.A.

Quality indi
cators:
-student out
comes

Are Labs developed and
made available.

1980-81

Teach candidates to be
more proficient in
teaching Ag. Mechanics.

-faculty

N.A.

- facili ties

Need faci li ties
(see above)

Need facilities
(see above)

Need facilities
(see above)

Need faci l i ties
(see above)

-curriculum
& programs

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

-financial
Bupport

Facility

2 small labs

Classroom and Model Shop

Equip~ent

I N.A.

&Equipment

replacement

Co~~ider class size;-61~si~oom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, #to grad school, added

proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

Objective:

1977"-78
Specific act
ion required

Develop &implement a
pre-student teaching
field experience class.

Evaluation & Is course developed?
modification /I of participants
of progress

Quality indi~
cators:
-student out Improved readiness to
accept student teaching
comes

New Ag. Ed. Classes

OF INSTRUCTION

By June 30, 19__,

1978-79

1979-80

Develop &implement a
uRural Youth Organization"
class.

Is course developed
of Participants

H of Participants

/I

Better knowledge of FFA
4-H programs.

1980-81

H of Participants

&

responsibilities.

-faculty

One staff addition

One staff addition

- facili ties

Adequate

Adequate for 1st year

Use newly assigned exemplary classroom.

Use newly assigned exemplary classroom.

-curriculum
& programs

Strengthening of credentials program.

Strengthen preparation
program for FFA advisors
&Extension Agents.

Strengthen preparation
program for FFA advisors
&Extension Agents.

Strengthen preparation
program for FFA advisors
&Extension Agents.

-financial
Bupport

Travel allocation

Additional staff needs.

Consider class;slze, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, #to grad school, added
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

COOPERATING TEACHERS
Objective:
By June 30) 1981,30 cooperating teachers ''Jill have improved their capacity to work with and
supervise student teachers as eVIaenced by their expressed desire to want to serve as a "master teacher" and
their participation in programs designed to improve their supervising techniques.
Specific act
ion required

1977·-78
Conduct a Supervising
Teacher's Workshop

Evaluation G Number of participants
modification
of progress

Quality indi
cators:
-student out
comes

1978-79
Each new cooperating schoo
to be visited prior to
assignment of student
teacher to determine degre
of commitment to teacher
preparation program.

1979-80
Conduct arO'IIOW-up
Supervising Teacher's
Workshop

Assess the supervisory
ability of the "master"
teacher ''lhile working with
the student teacher.

# of participants and
degree of \mproved skills

Staff time to be alocated
to this function.
Adequate

Staff time to be alocated
to this function.
Adequate

-curriculum
& programs

no change required

no change

no change

-financial
Bupport

none

Increased travel budget.

Increased travel budget.

- facilities

Assess the supervisory
abili ty of the "master"
teacher while working with
the student teacher.

10 new and 10 continuing
Supervising Teachers to
improve skills

20 Supervising Teachers
will become more proficient in their ability
to work with student
teachers.
Existing staff conduct
Workshop.
Adequate

-faculty

1980-81

Consider class size,classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, Uto grad school, added,
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

RECR

lENT

Objective:
By June 30) 1981) 55 to 60 new students will enter the Agriculture Education major annually as a
result of an extended recruitmefil:program.
1977"-78
Specific acttconduct 8 "Drive-In" Conion required ferences; contact all Neb.
Post-Secondary Ag. Tech.
Schools; present lesson to
Ag. 100 class; all staff
involved in State FFA Convention activities.
Evaluation &
modification Are more students showing
of progress an interest and majoring
in Ag. Education?

Are more students ShOWinglAre more students showing
an interest and majoring an interest and majoring
in Ag. Education?
in Ag. Education?

Quality indi
cators:
-student outf- Increased number of
comes
I teacher candidates.

Increased number of
teacher candidates.

1970-79
Development of brochures/
announcements, promoting
agriculture teachers.
Develop TV public service
announcements on the
shortage of Ag. Teachers.

Staff member given coI Staff member given coordination responsibilitie~.ordinationresponsibilities.
- facili ties I Adequate
-faculty

1979-80

1980-81

Are more students showing
an interest and majoring
in Ag. Education?

Increased number of
teacher candidates.

Increased number of
teacher candidates.

Staff member given coordination responsibilities.

Staff member given coordination responsibilities

Maintained

Maintained

-curriculum J See other activities
& programs
-financial
oupport

Increased travel budget
necessary.

Maintained

Cbnsider class size, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, Oto grad school, added
proficiencies, student success) use of T.A.'s, counseling) field experiences

FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM

Obj ective:

By June 30, 1981, a follow-up program will be conducted which shows 75% of the graduates
being placed in teaching with thelother 25% being suitably placed in agriculture/agribusiness.
I

1977-78
Specific act Advisory Council to
ion required conduct an evaluation of
teacher preparation
program &staff. Conduct
systematic administrator
evaluation of beginning
teachers.

,
Evaluation &
modification Evaluation &study
accomp Ii shed.
of progress

Quality indi
cators:
-student out~ None the first year.
comes

i

"

1918-79

,

1919-80

Study conducted to deterConduct systematic adminmine placement. reasons
for choice of vocation an, istrator evaluation of
why/why not pursuing
beginning teachers.
career in teaching. Conduct systematic administrator evaluation of
beginning teachers.

Is.·..

TN

•

...,...

1980-81
Conduct systematic administrator evaluation of
beginning t~achers.

Improve effectiveness of
beginning teachers.

Improve effectiveness of
beginning teachers.

Improve effectiveness of
beginning teachers.

Improve effectiveness of
Ag. Ed. staff.

Improve effectiveness of
Ag. Ed. staff.

-faculty

None the first year.

Improve effectiveness of
Ag. Ed. staff.

- facilities

N.A.

N.A.

-curriculum
& programs

N.A.

As reflected by evaluation.

-financial
Bupport

N.A.

N.A.

Consider class size, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, Uto grad school, added
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

SPECl

lEEDS

Obj ective: By June 30, 19 81, 130 Vocational Agriculture Instructors will have received formal or
informal instruction in special vocational needs.
1977'-78
Specific act.Jeoordinate with Vo.Ed. dep
ion required Itheir special needs course
Investigate special needs
courses with other State E
institutions. Provide InService Workshop for VoAg Instructors ..
Evaluation & No. of students '& Ag. Inmodification structors enrolling in
of progress special needs courses in
UNL-Vo-Eg dept. No. of
institutions contacted
with special needs classe~

1978-79
.Continuatlon and
. expansion of program:

1979-80

ContinuatTufi and
expansion of program.

1980-81

Continuatlon and
expansion of program.

No. of students &Ag. Instructors enrolling in
special needs courses in
UNL-Vo-Ed dept. No. of
institutions contacted
wi th special needs classes.

No. of students &Ag. In-·
structors enrolling in
special needs courses in
UNL-~o-Dd dept.
No. of
instrtlj~ions contacted
with -sne.cial needs classes.

Quality indi
cators:
-student out Participants develop
greater understanding of
comes
needs & how to fulfill the
needs requirements of
their students.
Use of VoEd. specialists
-faculty

NO\ of students &Ag. Instructors enrolling in
special needs courses in
UNL-Vo-Ed dept. No. of
institutions contacted
with special needs
classes.
Participants develop
greater understanding of
needs & h. o~ to fulfill th
needs requtrements of
their stpdents.
Use of Vb- d. specialists

Participants develop
greater understanding of
needs. &how to fulfill th
needs~'requirements of
their students.
Use 0 Vo-Ed specialists

Participants develop
greater understanding of
needs &how to fulfill the
needs requirements of
their students.
Use of Vo-Ed specialists

- facili ties

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

-curriculum
& programs

Inclusion of other Vocational offerings into
our curriculum.

Inclusio1 of other Vocational ~fferings into
our curriculum.

Inclu~ion

ation~l

of other Vocofferings into
our curriculum.

Inclusion of other Vocational offerings into
our CUl',riculum.

-financial
Bupport

Workshop expenses

WorksHop expenses

Workshop expenses

1i
\

worksh~p ~xpenses

i

Consider class size, classrOOm-requirement~,\curriculumchanges ,I job placement, #to grad school, added
proficiencies, student success, u~e of T.A.I S , counseli~g, field experiences
!

IN-SERVICt EDUCATION
First Year Teachers
Objective:
By June 30, 19 81, 95% of t 1e agriculture teachers will participate in In-Service Education as
evidenced by their enrollment inthe various programs offered under the direction of the Agricultural Education Staff.
\

I

1977'-78
Specific act All first year teachers tc
ion required be visited before Nov. 15.
All beginning teachers to
visit at least 6 other
Vo.Ag.depts.under Ag. Ed.
staff supervision.

1970-79
first year teachers tc
be visited 2 times during
the year. All beginning
te~chers to visit at least
6 other Vo-Ag depts. undel
Ag. rid. staff supervision.
A~l

1979-80
All first year teachers to
be visited 2 times during
the year. All beginning
teacher~ to visit ai least
6 other Vo-Ag depts. tmder
Ag. Rd. staff supervision.

. . :: .~ 1980-81
All .f.i:t.sTY~eachers to
be visited 2 times during
th~ year.
All beginning
teachers to'visit at least
6 other Vo-Ag depts. under
Ag. rid. staff supervision.

Evaluation & Are visits made?
modification Are schools visited?
of progress

Quality indi
cators:
-student out
comes
-faculty
- facilities
-curriculum
& programs

Improved teacher effectiveness. Broadened perspective of high school
vocational agricUlture.
Staff time for In-Service
education (geographic
coordination problems)
N.A.

Improved ieacher effecti veness,. Broadened perspective) o~ high school
vocatiO~1a~ agr.iculture.
Staff t'm for In-Service
educati n (geographic
coordin tion problems)

J

Improvrd teacher effectivenes . Broadened perspectiv of high school
vocati nal agriculture.
Staff ime for In-Service
educat on (geographic
coordi ation problems)

Improved teacher effectiveness. Broadened perspectivci of high school
vocational agriculture.
Staff time for In-Service
education (geographic
coordination problems)

N.A.
I

~ravel ~up~ort

t~

I

I
Travel support due to undue
un- Travel1support due to un- Travel support due to un-financial
iqueness of geographic
iquene s of geographic
iqueness of geographic
Iquen~s, of g~o~raphic
support
location of visits.
locati
n
of
visits.
location of visits.
10catl~~ 0 VISIt~.
Operating
Budget increased.
Operat
ng
Budget
increase~
OperatiQg Budget increas ~Operatlryg udget Increased
A.V. maIntenance su lort. A.V. marnt nance su ort. A.V. m intenance support. A.V. maintenance support.
Consider clas~ ~lze! classroom requirement~, 1.curricu1um
changes~ job placement, #to grad school, added
proflclencles, student succ~ss, ule .of T.A.'s, counsel'ln g , field experiences

I

IN-SERVICE I:.

.TION; page 2
Core Curriculum

Objective:

By June 30, 19__,

\
1977'-78

Specific act Conduct at least 8 Workion pequired shops on the Use of the
Core Curriculum for Neb.
Establish 5 model sites
for implementing the Core
Curriculum

\

\lQ7B-79
Conduct~t \least 4 follow
up Workshops on the Use
of Core ¢urriculum for
Nebraska

1979-80
1980-81
Conduft at least 4 follow- Conduct atleast 4 fo11owup Workshops on the Use
up Wotkshops on the Use
of Core Curriculum for
of Core Curriculum for
Nebraska.
Nebra~ka.

Evaluation g H of Workshops 'conducted H of 1\'?r~ShOPS conducted # of 10rkShOPS conducted # of \\'orkshops conducted'
modification and the H of participants and th # of participants and tJ e # of participants., and the # of participants.
of progress
Also, he # of schools
Also, the # of schools
Also, the # of schools
adOPtitg the Curriculum
materlIls.

adoptng the Curriculum
mater also

adopting the Curriculum
materials.

Teache~s

lum.

ibecome proficient 1',n ?eVeloping
school curriculum.

TeachJrs become proficient in developing
schoo curriculum.

Teachers become proficient in ~eveloping
school curriculum.

-faculty

Special Project Funding.

UNL st,ff\assigned to

UNL staff assigned to
follow-through.

- facilities

N.A.

f011m,/\:'.thlO.ugh.
N.A.

UNL s~aff assigned to
follm..\-through.
N.A.

N.A.

80% ofl schools adopt
new curriculum.

90% of schools adopt
new curriculum.

Quality indi
cators:
-student out Teachers become aware of
comes
available Core Curricu-

,

-curriculum
& programs

Model schools adopt new
curriculum.

Additioral schools adopt
new curriculum,

-financial
Bupport

Special project sponsorship.

Staff time, travel
operating expense.

&

Staff ime, travel
operat ng expense.

&

Staff time, travel
operating expense.

&

\

Consider class size, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, Uto grad school, added
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

I~- S[RV ICE EDuCAT ION ; page
Objective:

By June 30, 19__,

Workshops

1977~78

978-79
on of Programs.

Specific act 1) Conduct and/or coion required ordinate credit building
Tech. Ag. Workshops. 2)
Conduct mini-Workshops. on
current critical ago problems for non-credit.

Contin~at

Evaluation & 1) One credit hour per
modification semester per Vo-Ag Instr.
of progress 2) Ag. Instrs. are able to
convey current ago problems accurately to theirstudents.

1) One frJ.dit hour per
semester Prr Vo-Ag Instr.
2) Ag. ~nsfrs. are able to
conveYiFurrent ago problems aFcuratelY to their
studentr·

Quality indi
cators:
-student out~One credit/semester. Two
comes
credits/year towards
graduate degree.

One
credits/year towards
graduate degree.

-faculty

1979-80
of Programs.

Conti~ua1Ton

198?1-~1 Programs.
ContinuaTtu
!

cre~it/semester.

Two

1) on~ credit hour per
semes er per Vo-Ag Instr.
2) Ag. Instrs. are able
to co vey current ago
prObl[ms accurately to
their students.

1) One credit hour per
semester per Vo-Ag Instr.
2) Ag. Instrs. are able
to convey current ago
problems accurately to
their students.

One credit/semester.
credits/year towards
graduflte degree.

One credit/semester.
credits/year towards
graduate degree.

Two

Two

Full-time (12 mo.) InService Specialist coordinating the In-Service
program.

Full-time (12 mo.) InService Specialist coordinating the In-Service
program.

Full-time (12 mo.) InService Specialist coordinating the In-Service
program.

Full-time (12 mo.) InService Specialist coordinating the In-Service
program.

-curriculum
& programs

Expanded offerings for
undergraduates and
graduates.

Expanded offerings for
undergraduates and
graduates.

Expanded offerings for
undergraduates and
graduates.

Expanded offerings for
undergraduates and
graduates.

·-financial
Bupport

Staffing. travel.
teaching materials.

Staffing. travel.
teaching materials.

Staffing. travel.
teaching materials.

- facilities

Staffing. travel
teaching materials.

----_.

Consider clasSSlze, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placejaent, lito grad school, added
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

I

I

IM-SQRVICE EOuLATlON; page 4
Objective:

Extension Course Offerings

By June 30, 19__,

\

,-----------

\

'I ]]978-79
1977"-78
Expansi~m
~f the offerings
~pecific . acttInitiate off-campus
1.on requ1.red tech. agriculture and
agricultural education
courses through the Univ.
Extension Division utilizing teaching &extension
staff
Evaluation &
'
It of courses provided and
modification It of courses provided and It of courses provided and degree of participation.
degree of participation.
of progress degree of participation.

1980-81
-Expan~ion o~ offering~ Expansion of the offerings
1979-80

It of courses provided and
degree of participation ..

I!

Quality indi~
cators:
-student out Improvement of teaching
effectiveness through the
comes
expanded technical and
professional knowledge of
the participants.

Improvement of teaching
Improvement of teaching
effectiveness
through the
effectiveness through the
expanded
technical
and
expanded technical and
professional
knowledge
of
professional knowledge of
the
participants.
the participants.

Improvement of teaching
effectiveness through the
expanded technical and
professional knowledge
of the participants.

Existing personnel

-faculty

Existing personnel

Existing personnel

Existing personnel

N.A.

-facilities

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

-curriculum
& programs

Extending the University
programs to the field.

Extending the University
programs to the field.

Extending the University
programs to the field.

Extending the University
programs to the field.

Expanded support budget.

-financial
Bupport

Expanded support budget.

Expanded support budget.

Personnel. travel and
some operating expenses.

Consider class size, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, Uto grad school, added,
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences

GRADUA1D PROGRAM

Graduate Course Offerings

\

By June 30, 1981, five individuals will satisfactorily c~mplete the requirements

Objective:

for the M.S. degree and two fortne Ph. D..
g radunte program.

Specific act
ion required

1977"-78
Provide a post-graduate
technical agriculture
summer session course.
Develop long range plan
for sequencing prof. Ag.
Ed.courses.

Addi t ionally , 50 others \l1i 11 participate in the
\

I

I
i 1978-79

Provide' 2 post-graduate
technical agriculture
summer session courses
plus, promotion of technical agriculture minors.

Evaluation &
"
modification I~as course provided and
adequate enrollment.
of progress

1979-80
1980-81
Work wi th other "departDevelopment-or-a 15 credit
ments in developing serie~ hour Tech. Agriculture
of Extension Courses degraduate minor.
signed to advance Agriculture teachers and
County Extension people.

Was course provided and
adequate enrollment. Are
students falling into
sequence?

Is program developed and
operational?

Is program developed and
operational?

Improved technical
knOWledge of teachers.

Improved technical
knOWledge of teachers.

Improved technical
knowledge of teachers.

-faculty

Institute staff to be
provided.

Institute staff to be
provided.

Institute staff to be
provided.

- faci1i ties

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Increased # of master's
candidates and increased
technical knOWledge of
Agriculture teachers &
Extension workers.
Institute staff to be
provided.
Adequate

-curriculum
& programs

Expanded curriculum

Expanded curriculum

E~panded

curriculum

Expanded curriculum

-financial
Bupport

Handled through Extension Division.

Handled through Extension Division.

Handled through Extension Division.

Handled through Extension Division.

Quality indi
cators:
-student out
comes

~

I

I

,

_

Consider class size, classroom requirements, curriculum changes, job placement, #to grad school, added
proficiencies, student success, use of T.A.'s, counseling, field experiences
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2!M. Past, Present, and Future of Vocational Education in Agriculture (2 cr II)
Tho study of tho past, present, und futuro of voc<ltional education, specifically vocational a~ribusincs.s and natural rt}SDurces education in the educational offering in the
. local school and community.
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413. Program Development (5 cr l. II) Prereq: 3 hrs educationa! psycho!ogy. sanior
year by application
Organizing year-round educational programs in a~riculture at the locallavel for youth
and adults.
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---_ ..1t\1.\llIU04 roDm:U04f]. Problems of Beginning Teachers in Agricultural Education (2·5 cr
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000. Oq;anb:ation Cit the Agricultural Med::anic.s Program, 2-3 CT. Philosophy. objectivu. procedures nnd loc!:niqlles usud in mganizing tho progrOl1l o( Agricu!tlJrul Mechanica Instruction fo( :;cror,dary ilnd jJos\.hiC;h M.:hoo15ludcnts and (j,<lults, Determining unils of Instruction, 6v ... lualing :>ludcut uffort, pco(;l:duws in shop instruction. seloction of equipment and
Integrution into the vocation..1 agriculture program.
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807. Occupational E.xperiei~ce Programs (Business Education. Education and Family
Rosollrcns, Sllcondilry Educ:ation fi07) (l-£) r:r)
The phil(J:;uplJyi.wd ulljl:divo d lhe pruject Ilwthod. Providing aJequo.lo ouucuUonaJ
experience. organizing, administering, evaluating experience programs. and may in·
elude supurvised occupo'Jtional exporience.
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431. Apprentice Teaching (8 cr I, II) Prercq: 3 hrs educational psychology, senior
year by application
Six to eight weeks of residence in an approved off-campus supervised instructional
centBr-toaching secondary school students. young and adult farmer classes; con*
dl1cting and ~upervising experience programs; assuming school and comr.:lunity responsibilities; counseling stuocnts; and advising youth activities associated with agricultural eJuc:ation. On-campus instruction 12-15 hours prior to residence in tho
~..2,:struction~~~tcr.
• 481. ~uperviscd Field Experiences (2·5 cr I, lI, lll) Prereq: Junior or senior by applica·
tion
A field course .of experience working with various phases of agricultural business
andior agricultural education.
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805 lno!)n. Advanced Teaching Methods in Occupational Educnlion (Secondary
Education 80S) (2-3 cr)
The pr•.,h!clll approach to tcaching, motivating students, developing intorests, at·
titudcs, Ci.nd ahilities; lesson planning, new and advanced classroom techniques and
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Philosuphy, objectives, and methods of developing a sound program of teaching aids.
Materials available, practice in constructin~ and assembling. such teaching aids as
pictures, charts, graphs, drawings. and models. Determining educational adaptation
of reSource n:ali:rial found in locI! school.::. cnm/lilwilies. farms, GnJ businessus.
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I. IIi Prereq: 3 hrs educational psychology, senior
year by application
Instructional rrwlhoJs, devices, and proc.odurtJs used in disseminating information in
the agricultural sr:ienco~, mechanics, and related infonnJ.tion to youth and adults.
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134. The Job of a Vocational Agriculture Agribusiness am.I Natural Resources Instructor (3 cr I)
Orientation to the employment and service of an agribusiness and natural resources
(\'oc·:\g) instructor. Rcquircp."wnts for certificution of ttJachers, surveyor rccommende~c~)llrsc of study, !:-!1.~ _a~..E.vcrv~ew of <J.griculturJL~q~_~a,tlO!Li.n..JifdlDlska~___
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stude::t, methods and tf~aching approaches. writ~
ing bc\~:I ral ol:±::~_!.!.:t~~~, _ ~!~,I"~':'~~1.}?.tillg instruction.
420/820 r..:.:.. Jinzofj. In-:pro\'etnent of Instructional Programs for Post-High School
Occup J.tionill Education {3 cr I, II. gIl Prercq: Baccalaureate degree; 12 hrs
o.gricu tllr~l education or equivalent; and/or permission of instructor
Designing ew 'instructional programs, expJ:1dif1g the impact of student beha\:ioraI
objectives,- nd evaluating thFJ total instructional program.
Understand ing the post-bitih
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tion. S 0co::.dary Education 424/324) (3 cr)
Oven'.iew oj . vocational an.d practlcal. ed ucation. their place in the ccmmunity school;
pl3:i.nlng co. mprehonsive programs in ag:ricultl.lre, business. homomaking. and industrial educat on. For toach~::.:~~_::.~~~!_r~tors.and guidance IJersonnol.
.. _-_.825. Coo=-d ination in Occupational Tralnins Prosraris (Business Ed ucatioI;l, Sec"
Ond:lf )' Education 425/S25} {3 crJ
.
Analysis of the foundation and scope of current and projected vocational cooperative
educationa programs <1::d ge:wral educational w·ork experience. Emphasizes coordination tech :1iqucs, selection and plac0ffient. instructional procedures. youth leadership ac.tivit ler~~.~~~o.nization and administration. and e,,:aluation of cooperative cecu-
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042. The Ju ~ar Calloga. 3 cr (also ~2 SaeEd). The junior colleji!l mo.... ement; relationship of
moven:: ~nt to provisions fe: an adequate educational prc.gre..."fi: functions of the junior col~
Iaza; Ie ;,,-1 status and basis for extension of Junior college; problem.! ot orgaf'Jzation•• d~
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Philosophy , objectives, and methods of conducting young and adult farmer lInd adult
off-farm fig :icultural instruction. det~rmining needs. organizing advisory councils;
_~~_~.~:~~_l_~_ class and on-site instruction and evaluatio:1.
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THE RESEARCH PROGRAM
It is appropriate and desirable to reassess the research
program of ~he department at this time. Over the past, changes
in personnel and staff interests have tended to cause a shift
in direction and emphasis in the research program: the challenge
at this time is to identify those researchable issues of most
importance toward which the research resources of the department should be directed.
Problem areas in agricultural education and researchable ideas
for the curriculum modification project have been identified
by the staff with preliminary discussion having been held
concerning the direction our research should pursue. Most of
the "Problem Areas" have heavy emphasis on field operations
and not all are research projects.
It is felt that a blend of
basis and practical re:earch should be pursued.
Two EPDA project proposals are included, both of which are
directed toward in-service education. The one for the summer
of 1977 has been approved for 50% funding as of this date.
The 1977-78 project has been prioritized for Nebraska and forwarded to Kansas City for approval by USOE.
Also included is the summary of discussions dealing with a
Proposed Cooperative Project Relating to Multi-District
Concept and Vocational Programs in Secondary Schools. Preliminary discussions have been conducted with Minnesota with
the hopes of developing a mUlti-state project for Regional
CSRS funding.
The existing research budget may be utilized for projects
deemed appropriate by the department chairman and subsequent
approval by the Station Director. No clear-cut decision has
been made as to the direction to be pursued, other than that
there will be increased emphasis placed on field oriented
research.

PROBLEM AREAS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
1:
2._
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Basic skills teachers should possess for instructional purposes
Occupational areas (jobs) students pursue; are prepared for
Funding of local programs; how to do more with less
Enforcement of program standards
Improvement needs in the pre-service program of teacher preparation
"
" " " in-service"
""
"
Development of Career Education materials for K - 8, in the seven (7)
instructional areas of agriculture
,
8. Needs for advancement in teaching or related occupations (M.S. program?)
9. Improvement of student teaching experience
10. Conduction of Cooperating Teachers Workshops; Cooperating SchoolS
11. Improvement in Record Keeping; USING records after closing them out
12. Update the Student Teacher ~lanual
13. Update the Occupational Experience Manual/Handbook
14. Cooperative Work Experience for Teachers
15. Teacher Shortage: Improving the Image of the Agriculture teacher
Recruitment techniques
16. Evaluation of benefits derived from the Supervised Occupational Experience
Program (Conduction and Supervision of)
17. US1ig Laboaratories effectively:
School Fanns
Greenhouses
Shops
Communities
18. Benefits from Adult/Young Fanner programs; Veterans Training Program
19. Post Secondary Organizations
20 •. Evaluation of the Curriculum Project
21. Cost/benefit of vocational agriculture instruction; High school and Adult
22. Vocational skills being taught; mastered
23. Follow-up infonnation on fonner students; audit trail
24. Evaluation of FFA participation
25. FFA Activities for non-production agriculture students; i.e. Agm Mechanics
skills, records, activities, etc.; O.H., Etc.
26. Record Keeping system for non-production agricult~re experience programs
27. Manpower needs in production agriculture
28.
"
" " off-farm occupations
29. Duration, timing, credit and supervision of student teaching
30.- Preparation of teacher aides
31. Training people form agriculture industry for teaching
32. Using 2-year tech. students andpreparing them for teaching; teacher aides
33. Development of urban/suburban vocational agriculture departments
34. Increase/decrease in administrative paperwork (red tape)
35. Effect of class size (student contact hours) on visitations, contacts, FFA involvment, advanced awards, skills development, etc.
36.' Development of Cooperative Education instructors thru demonstrative program
37. Statewide vocational education youth leadership conference
38. Influence of vocational agriculture instructor on students. i.e. character,
personality, attitude, interests, etc.
39. Strengthened professional preparation, especially in Agricultural Mechanics,
FFA and Adult/Young Farmer Education
40. Multi-district vocational programs.
41. Department Report #3: Opportunities for Farmers
42. Time Management Project
43. Advisory Council Effectiveness
44. Teaoher Education Program Evaluation

Some Researchable ideas---Curriculum modification project:
1.

Model,sites vs non-model sites.

2.

Model sites vs not using the materials.

3.

Separate units and cores taught in different schools.

4.

Longitudinal gain in knowledge; pre-test post-test design,
over one year to four year period. Test by core.

5.

TeacherTs attitude of curriculum; initial attitude,
compared to longitudinal.

6.

What proportion of the local curriculum is core material?
Present-------longitudinal. Study particular core areas.

7.

Variables of age, years teaching experience, size of school,
rural vs urban, NVAA District, UN vs non-UN grad studied.

8.

Affect of In-service on adaptation.
a. Model workshops
b. Technical workshops
c. How to write units

9.

How use of the cores affect use of teacher time.

10.

Pre-service.

11.

Student/teacher evaluation of units in core.

12.

Longitudinal content, methods & techniques of "what is
taught, when, etc".

13.

Relationship of core instruction & student follow up
vocationally.
#ye~rs, vocational objectives.

14.

Affect on teacher retention. Attitude, work, time,
performance, confidence. Administrators.

15.

FFA%

16.

"Quality of instruction" - ratings by teachers, students,
administration, state staff.

mem~ership,

SOEP, etc. - of various models.

SUMMER 1977
EPDA PROJECT

Title of Activity:

In-service Workshop:.; to Improve the Mechanical Skills
of Agriculture Todchers

Sponsoring I,.gency:

Uni vcrsi ty of Nebraska at Lincoln

Dates of Activity:

April 1, 1977 - September 30, 1977, 1'lorksbops to be
conducted during July and August throughout the
state of Nebraska

Participnnts :

Seventy five Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Teachers

I.

Objectives and Need for this Assistance:

This project is related to the need expressed in the EPDA state priorities
for fiscal 1977. Priority If1 is stated as In-service activities designed for
specific needs of individual disciplincs in vocational education.
In thc w~lter of 1976~ the Agricultural Education Department Advisory
Council at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln endorsed a proposal for a six
unit agriculturol mechanics skills training courso, which was later to be
. raj ectcd by the Agricultural Engineering Departmcnt.
The need for remedial skills training in agricultural mechanics has' become
more and more evident since a staffing cutback \\'(lS necessi tnted at the
University. Agricultural Education consultants \'lith the Nebraska State
Dep~rment of Education and the Uni versi ty of Ncbraska-Lincoln Teacher Education
staff h(lve both observct1 not only a decreasing emphasis in agricultural
mechanics instruction, but also an increasing problem of agricultural mechanics
fncili ty uti li1.ation, m::lintcnance .md management; Numerous ~chool,' administrators
have similarly eXJ.nessed concern over the general condition of their shops.
Additionally, smalJ Nebraska school systems arc experiencing staffing
problcms in the area of mcchanics, whether it be in agricul turul mechanics or
industrial arts. T11ey arc looking for teachcrs who possess basic skills in the
related vocational areas.
i

A recent survey cont1u~ted in February 1977 1vi th Nebraska Vocational Agriculturc.T~ncher: resulted ~n.Qvcr 100 of the respondents identifying a desire
~o pal·t~CJ.pat.e.~n \vorkshops, In agricultural mechanics. ·Eight.y expressed interest
~n a 1'lork~hop ~n Tra~tor MaIntenance, 70 in Farm and Ranch Electricity, 58 'in
Small EngInes ~n AgrIculture and 44 in Proper Usc and Mainten:mce of Ibnd!PoI.;er
Tools.
A finnl concern is that the University of Nebraska-Line.oln, Institute of
Agriculture, is geographically located such that teachers in the sanclhills and
panhandle areas arc not easily serviced nor is attendance in UNL workshops
vcr)' (lccessible, clue to travel distances.
If a Hay can be fOUI)d whereby the
scrvi cos can be extended, these teachers 1"ould not· only fed that thc)' (lre a
contributing agriculturc tencher i but an active,. participating teachcr in .
Ncbraska's educational system. (many of these teachers have easier access to
Agricultural Education Institutions at Colorado and Wyoming).

PClge 2
TIlis project is desjgned to:
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
II.

Results or Benefits Expected:
A.

B.
C.

D.
E.
III.

Upgrade ,the technical competencies of agricultural mechanics
instructors and other participating vocational educators.
Assht ill th'c utilization of high school agricul tural lIlechanics
facilities.
Service isolated rural schools in Nebraska.
Utilize exemplary teacll~lg methods resulting in the participants
not only acquiring the necessary technical skills, but also the
proper methods of transmitting these skills to high school students.
Increase the alllount of agricultural mechanics instruction both in
high school and adult agricultural programs.

Fifty percent (SO~Q) of the Nebraska Vocational Agriculture
Instructors will upgrade their agricultural mechanics competencies
through the participation in one or more agricultural mechanics
\vorJ~shops.
Fifty percent (50%) of the agriculture teacllers in the western part
of Nebraska I~ill participate in one or more agricultural mechanics
workshops.
WorJ~shop participants will provide more effective instruction in
agricul tural mechanics, provide more instruction in the mechanical
basic skills, and more functionaITyutilize thei r. agricul tunl
mechanics faciIi ty after participating in the IVorkshops.
The smaller rural districts will better service thei1' constituents.
as a result of teacher pa1'ticipation.
~10re agricultural mechanics 1I'ill be included 1.n Nebraska IS adult
education program.

Approach:
A.

Plan of Action:
1.

2.

This pr9j ect "Jill p'rovic1e eight (8) agricultUl'al mechanics
\Vorkshops, each 2~ days in duration (20 hours) throughout the
entire state of Nebraska. A minimum of t"JO l'lill be conducted
in the sanclhills and/or panhandle area of Nebraska. TlVO workshops \'lil~ ~e conducted in each of the following subj ect areas:
1) Tractor t,1aintenance, 2) Proper Use and ~1aintenance of Hand
and Power Tools, 3) Small Engines in Agriculture, and 4) Farm
and Ranch Electricity. These h'orkshops \\'ill be spread throughout the eight districts of the Nebraska Vocational Agriculture
Association (N\'Ai\), and '''ill provide for participation by agricuI ture teachers ~ll1d othe1' vocational teachers from out-side
, of the respective district boundary. Teachers could conceivably
'participa te in the foul' different \~orkshops, providing they arc
\'lilliag to commute to the various locales.
All agriculture teachers have been survc)'cd to de'termine the
location of the resi)ecti vc agricultural lIlcch'1l1ic$ workshops .
T!lC determination of the \l'Orkshop distribution ,611' be based
upon the responses to the survey.
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3.

High School S lI'i th shop facilities appropriate for conducting
the reslJective \'Iorkshops will be visited with urnmgemcnts
being confirmed ..

4.

Consultants will be contacted and contracted for conducting
the respective workshops. TvlO UNL emeriti professors. Loth
vcr)' kno\'llcdgcablc in agricultural mechanics, "lill conduct
six of the eight workshops. The Universit)' is in the process
of seeking a staff member \·:ho '''ill be expected to conduct the
remaining two \'iorkshops.

5.

Necessary equipment. supplies and materials '\'ill be obtained
for the respective h'orkshops.

6.

Agriculture teachers and other appropriate vocational teachers
\yill be contacted to encourage and confirm participation in the
\vorkshops .

7.

Lists of appropriate resources will be developed fo~ each workshop.
As many as arc readily available 'dll be on display and utilized in
conducting the workshops.

8.

The eight workshops \dll be conducted throughollt Nebraska. A
pre-test and post test. plus an evaluation will be conducted
at each workshop.

In the event that funds are limited. \I'orkshops lI'i 11 be conducted 01i. a P~'o
rated basis. 1. e., if funtls are availab Ie for only 50% of this proposed proj ect,
four wor};shops \'!ill be conducted rather than the proposed eight. Similarly,
should the University be unable to fill the position for which the)' have
recently advertised, the number of \':orkshops rna)' have to be reduced.
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Project Information
A.

Type of Proposal

---Exchange

Program

X Inservice Training Program

---Short-term
B.

II.

or Regular Session Institute

Occupational Area to be Served
Agricultural Education, primarily

De-termination of Need:
The Agricultural Education Department, University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
annually conducts a survey 0:: the 175 Agricul turc Teachers in Nebraska to
u0tormine their desires for inservice workshops. Requests Ivhich can be
accomodated in 2-4 ~ours are n6rmally conducted as a part of the Nebraska
Vocational Agriculture Association (NVM) Summer Conference. Most inservice needs, hOlvever, require more than just 4 hours in order to acquire
the skills necessary to effectively teach in addition to specialized
facilities not available at.the conference. site.
Requests for Horkshops always include topics in Agricultural Mechanics
and Agriculture Production, with an increasing number sholVing interest in
Agribusiness.

TIle most recently conducted survey shOivs the highest demands being,
1) Tractor Maintenance, 2) Building Construction, 3) Livestock Judging,
Evaluation and Grading, 4) Irrigation, 5) Small Engines, 6) Machinery Care
and Adjustment,. 7) Concrete I~ork, 8) Livestock Feeding and 9) Horticulture.
.

'1:/',,:,:.;::(:.>.:.,;;:

-

The geographic spread of Nebraska coupled \~ith the University being
locate.d near the eastern edge of the state, is a deterrent to teacher
.

participation. If, and when, workshops are conducted out-state,
participation increases considerably. By servicing the teachers in the
Sandhills and Panhandle areas, they \'lill consider themselves more of
a: contributing member of Nebraska's Agricultural Education program. (many
of these teachers have easier access to Agricultural Education programs
in Colorado and Wyoming).
Small Nebraska schools are experiencing staffing problems in the
area of mechanics both agricultural mechanics and industrial arts. They
are looking for teachers \'iho possess skills in the related vocational areas.
TIle need for remedial skills training has become more and more evident
in recent years. Students deserve to learn the newest techniques in agriculture which can best be provided by instructors knowledgeable in the
technical skills. By up-grading the technical competencies of agriculture
teachers, this, can be accomplished.
III.

Objectives of Project:
A.

Fifty percent of the 175 Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Instructors
wiTIupgrade their technical agricultural competencies through the
participation in one or more agricultural \'lorkshops to be conducted
during the sununer of 1978.

B.

Fifty percent of the agricultural teachers in the western part of
Nebraska (NV.\A District 7 and 8) will participate in one or more
agricultural workshops, the SUITmler of 1978.

c.

Workshop participants wUI provide more effective instruction in
agriculture, provide more instruction in the mechaqical basic skills,
and more functionally utilize their agricultural mechanics facility
after participating in the workshops.

D.

The smaller rural districts will better service their constituents
as a result of teacher paTticipation.

E•. More agriculture \'lill be included in Nebraska's adult education
program, especially in the area of agricultural mechanics.
IV.

Relationship to S~ate Priorit'ies:
This project is related to the need expressed in EPDA pTiority #9
whi c.l} states) "Inservice activities designed for specific needs of
individual disciplines in vocational education."
This project shouid improve vocational education in· Nebraska, as it
is designed to:
A.

Upgrade the technical competencies of agricultuTe instructors and
other participating vocational educators.

B.Assist in the utilization of high school agricultural mechanics
facilities and school farms.
C.

Service isolated rural schools in Nebraska.

VII.

Formal Program:
A.

This project will provide eight (8) technical agricultural workshops, each 2!2 days in duration (20 hours) throughout the entire
state of Nebraska. A minimum of two will be conducted in the
Sandhills and/or Panhandle area of Nebraska. At least four workshops
lvill be conducted in agricultural mechanics, the others in the areas
of production agriculture and/or agribusiness.
These workshops will be spread throughout the eight districts of
the Nebraska Vocational Agriculture Association (NVAA) and will provide
for participation by agriculture teachers and other vocational teachers
from out-side of the respective district boundary. Teachers can participate in as many different workshops as they desire, providing they
are willing to commute to the various locales.

B.

All agriculture teachers will be surveyed to determine the location of
the respective workshops, \'!i th the determination of the workshop
distribution to be based upon the responses to the survey.

C.

High schools with facilities appropriate for conducting the respective
workshops will be visited with arrangements being confirmed. If
necessary post-secondary facilities may be utilized.

D.

Instructors will be contacted and contracted for the respective workshops. l\~cnever appropriate University Instructors and/or specialists
will be ccntracted as workshop instructors. The individual instructors
will be the "key" to the project. The assistant director will contract
the best possible instructor, within the budget constraint~.

E.

Necessary equipment, supplies and materials will be obtained for the
respective workshops.

F.

Agriculture teachers and other appropriate vocational teachers \~ill
be contacted to encourage aild confirm participation in ·the workshops.

G.

Lists of appropriate resources ll'ill be developed for each workshop.
many as are readily avapable will be on display and utilized in
conducting the· workshops.

A!?

H.

The eight \'iorkshops Hill be conducted throughout Nebraska, each 20
hours in length, during the SWTlmer months. A pre-test and post-test,
plus an evaluation.will be conducted at each workshop.

I.

Near the end of the project, a follow-up survey will be conducted to
assess the degree of implementation of each workshop.

Sill1M.A.RY OF DISCUSSION
Of Representatives from the Departments of Agricultural
and Home Economics Education
Universities of Minnesota and Nebraska
PROPOSED COOPERATIVE PROJECT RELl\TING TO MULTI-DISTF-ICT CONCEPT
AND VOCATION.A.L PROGHAMS IN SECOND.A.RY SCHOOLS
March 23, 1977
Present:
Minnesota:

Dr. R. Paul Marvin, Dr . Joan McFadden ,Dr. Roland Peterson,
Mrs. Ruth Thomas, Dr. George Copa

Nebraska:

Dr. Osmund GiThertson, Dr. GN'endolyn Newkirk

The results of the day I s discussion may be swnrnarized as follcws:
I.

OVERALL PROJECT OBJECTIVE
Determining alternative patterns by which states may deliver
quality educational programs in rural or/and sparsely populated
communities.

II .

DELIMINATING FACTORS
The proposed project will:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5•

Be limited to Secondary prograJ!15 in multi-districts or
Vocational Centers.
Focus on popUlations in rural or sparsely populated
communities.
Involve agriculture and home economics as vocational
servJ.ce areas.
Be designed to span a minirrn.mt two year period.
Incorporated sUlIllI1aries of prograrns in states in addition
to the prograrr5 in Nebraska and Minnesota.
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III. DESL'm) OUTCOMES AND POSSIBLE PROCIDJRE TO ACHIEVE
The foll&ing schematic plan
thrust of the project:

~vas

agreed upon as depicting the

Alternative Approaches (Organization and Administration)
to Multi-District Vocational Programs/Centers
\

I

I"Create n Other Alternatives

Find What Exists

-----r--------'

.1...

\

Screen Alternatives
for Feasability

Measure Impact
on
Vocational Secondary Agriculture and Home Economics

Assess Alternatives· and Their· Impact on Rural Comnunities

IV.

SOUP.cES OF ThrillING
Varipus sm.:rces t-lill be exolo:::-sd i:.i t'rle folla,.ying order:

A.

Exr..."eri:::ent Stations at

:.~i nneso~a

a.Tld Nebraska

&oid/or

B.
C.
D.
E.
V.

F.ural Development Funes
Rural ?e.'11abilltation
Ot'1er (to be identified)

DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS

Principal c.efinitions will be ceveloped as project prospectus
evolve. In general, rnulti-di.s~ict ·.lccational secondary progr2JTiS
were agreed to mean -- progr'~--s t-lmc."rt LT1clude two or more rural or
sparsely populated school dist::=icts t"":at provide a program of
vocational :L!.Struction at one cr rrore central locations through
joint sponsorship.
VI •

~VHY

A}T IN'I'1PSTA'IE PROJECT?

Tne fo11OO11g Here put fort'11 as sUppcrt:Lig reasons for a project
being lL."1dert2ke..T'l by two or rroI'e st2tes as relates to this pa.~icular
study:
1.

PcoJi.ng of hl..lrnan and non-hUT:".cn resources enables an increased
nurrber of alternatives ~·iit"li..,."'1 t':.e proj ect to be examined.

2•

E.Tl2bles a.T1 imoroved Lrt:i' i zation of t'1e corrmetencies of t1-te
inves~igatin£ staff h. adliev':-'--'T'lg the prinCipal objective of
t.1'le ; nvestigation.

3.

Costs -- hurP.2..T'l and fisc;:,l -- eYe shared alleviating too great
fiscal expenditures by eit'11er state.

4.

Affcrr....s the opportuni:ty to eXDlore sulti-clistrict vocational
progra":S t1-tat are r,.;el:"-established (Hinnesota) in contrast to
eJ:"£!rgi.:g programs (Nebraska).

5.

Oppertunity for greatS!' varie:'" y
to be exa.tTIined .

6.

.,-.,

7.

L'1creased favorable c.cceptal:ce b:, the conswning public of
findLngs resulting fres jOLit Livestigations of projects.

; 1'1

t"-le nature of the programs

. -,
~ /.
r"..,....,.;;~Y"I
t'errr.:..
LS an en u. te J.n --,_ '-_"- "to exar:U."'1e programs in a state that
mi£:ht not prove as readilv accessible under different investigative circumstaT1ces.
-

8.

;rncreased acceptance of credibility of findings at regional
and national levels as a result of the cooperative efforts.
Further, it is expected there will be ii"lcreased potential
of impact that can be made by data collected.

9.

Because desired outcomes of the participating states have a
somewhat different focus, sharing of base data eliminates
the necessity for duplicating efforts.

10 .

VII .

Each state will accrue benefits from interteam research
projects both in terms of professional development and
specific information for state's program.

TENTATIVE PLAN OF ACTION
A.

Designate Project Leader from each state
Comment:

Osmillld Gilbertson was nc3II'.ed to represent Nebraska
in this capacity. Until those representing Minnesota have selected t.""leir proj ect leader, Roland
Peterson was designated as the contact person.

B.

Sur.nmary of Marcil 17th discussion to be received by all parti~
cipants on or before April 1. The swma..ry is to be reviewed
with f~edbac1<: to the project leader. Representatives from
Nebraska are to prepare this summary.

C.

Development of Prospectus
The responsibility for this was assurred by the Minnesota
The prospectus
is to include a preliminar:,r review of literature.
group to be distributed on or before April 15.

Both groups (Nebraska and Minnesota) will start to reviet-l
literature relating to the projects wit"'. the initial reviews to
include materials from ERIC System and publications resulting
from PPDJECT BASELINE.
D.

Explor.ing of Fillldi...'1g
Experiment Station Directors in the i:'tJo states will be the
first contact. Subsequent contacts, if" any, will depend upon
agreed upon scope of the Proj ect and nurrber of dolla..""'S in
question.

E.

Writing of the Proposal
Procedure to·be determined at a future time.

SECONDARY OUTCOME OF STUDY
It is anticipated that the findings from the study will have implications for new or revised design for teacher education programs in agriculture and hOJI1.e economics. Should this prove true, future research projects are expected to be planned by interested investigators.
Submitted by:
Gwendolyn Newkirk
Osmund Gilbertson

THE EXTENSION PROGRAM

The Agricultural Education Department will continue to work
with Cooperative Extension for purposes that will, hopefully,
be mutually beneficial.
The Chairman will continue to serve as a member of the
Nebraska USDA Rural Development Committee in an effort to
develop additional lines of communication between agencies
dealing in education and agriculture.
Laison appointment(s) will continue with possible increased
involvement.
Other possible means of cooperative agreements will developed
as the occasion arises.

CONTINUING/IN-SERVICE EDUCATION

An expanded program of continuing and in-service education
will be developed as the personnel allotments and support
budget will permit.
The Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources has recently taken steps to improve the 'Services' provided by the
Agricultural Education staff which are both very positive and
forward-looking.
Through increased support, not only agriculture
teachers but also school administrators can look to the Institute for more assistance. This, in itself, should assist tremendously in recruitment and in developing institutional
support.
Outside funding will be pursued continuously, as a means of
supplementing the institutional budget, however no long-range
plans can be made based on this type of funding.
Several other types of departmental programs are outlined in
the Four Year Program Plan provided in this section, in the
"Instructional Program" area.

